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Ithaca, New Y~ September 21 , 1972 
VIETNAM. • • A CANCEROUS INVESTMENT 
Consider the implications of that 
statement. Absorb the arrogance of the 
words. For they reflect the inhuman 
conscience of a man and an 
administration that in less than three 
months dropped 218,700 tons of 
bombs on an agrarian society that has 
-to this day never had the opportunity 
to freely elect its representatives; A 
society that was divided in 1954 only 
·by "law" and not by 
self-determination; A society that has 
seen its most beautiful cities turned 
into prison camps where dissent-a 
~emocra tic right-now means 
instantaneous repression or death;A 
society where "God" in Richard 
·Nixon's words, quite literally, doesn't 
mean "shit". 
- ' 
In his painfui bobk, 'The Love of 
· Possession Is a Disease · With Them•• 
Tom Hayden has shown how the 
Utftted States dovernment attempts: 
to control the political, economic and 
social destiny of the Vietnamese 
people • • . and is failing. The Nixon 
Administration-has made a 
considerable investment in Vietnam, 
one which according to Hayden. is 
scheduled to remain there for at least 
another decade. As this year's 
· offensive has shown. and as I will 
attempt to demonstrate from this date 
on until the National Liberation Front 
is re~ognize~. -~s the political 
instrument of Vietnam, this has been a 
cancerous investment ot the American 
people, the only cure for which is an 
absolute and unequivocal withdrawal 
from Southeast Asia. 
· This is the iust in a. series. of 
articles that will present the latest 
develop men ts militarily, politically and 
socially in .Southeast Asia .. Tom 
Hayden ._h11s called this "a unique 
. perio~--if not for ending the war, at 
least for reaching a new plateau of 
anti-war -opposition." He says this 
because _once again, the extraordinary 
people of Vietnam have proven and 
will continue to prove, that against the 
most spohisticated weaponry ever used 
in the history of mankind, the will of 
the ·people will eventually win. As 
American citizens. it is time for us to 
face· up to · the hypocrisy-, the 
unfulfi_lled promises and the calculated 
deceit of the Nixon Administration. 
·The .current offensive began 
around April 6 ·;ust northwest of 
· Saigon. at An Loe, the capital o( 
Binhlong -Province. Insurgent activity 
theN" served to- distFacf the 21st 
djvision· of the ~rmy of the Republic 
of Viet· Nam (ARVNl. some 11,000 
·,!Den. from · their defense of .Military 
_ ~one .4-t h.t Mekong Delta · ,Region 
sout~ of Saigon. where one third of 
South Vietnam.s population lives. 
. When they headed ·north. local guerilla :. 
units ~aid siege throughout the Delta 
k.egion. bistork;Jllr a sympathetic area 
to the National -liberation Front 
·tNL_F). By e~rly Ma~·. ac,:ording to 
Hayden~ who has _met. with North 
Vietnamese offidals in: Paris recent I>·. 
-~I;F;_ r~.~t iitt~~s~ ha~. b,egun !O hit . 
' ' ~ " ; • ' ~ L.'.r • • • • 
"I can assure -you my words are those of a devoted pacifist .•. If I 
lived iri another country that wan!ed to be sure and retain its right 
to self.d~termination, I would say, 'Thank God the United States 
e :xists at this moment in history." 
-Richard M.Nixon November 3, 1970 
Saigon. All the while, American B-52 's 
were devastating the heart of An Loe 
(1700 tons of bombs had been dropped 
in one day) in a presumably 
"symbolic ' manner of saving it. At the 
same time, however, guerilla units 
outside of An Loe were pinning 
deals specifically with the spirit of the 
Vietnamese (& Indochinese) people. 
A primary reason for the 
misinterpretation of the 
Nixon-Kissinger- Pentagon hype is the 
°t1!Visted logic and sheer ignorance these 
men domonstrate regarding guerilla 
warfare and the will of the people. 
What, for example, is a factory work 
who has fought in World War II 
supposed to think when his "leaders" 
tell him that after seven years 
of bombing the hell out of slanty-eyed 
gooks running around in their rice 
(continued on page 5) AR VN troops' noses to the dirt along 
Highway 13, the route between An Loe 
and Saigon, thereby effectively 
suppressing ARVN's mobility and 
setting the stage for tlI'e other 
provincial battles. 
· In late April, the main thrust of 
the offensive had shifted to the 
northernmost region of South 
Vietnam, Quang Tri Province, This 
apparently came as a surpris·e to 
American Military strategists, who had 
figure~ the Centra~ Hi~lal\ds W:JS the 
AR VN 22nd Division, one of the 
weakest in South Vietnam. They were 
quickly forced to retreat. When 
American advisors landed in the area, 
they werereportedly forced to beat the 
HELP INDOCHINA 
· frenzied troops away with rifles from 
their helicopters. Hoi An, the most 
populated area of Bindinh Province 
(south of Quangtri),fell in ·a mere three 
weeks while Kontum, further inland, 
remained under heavy attack. · 
At this stage, despite statem(lnts 
to the contrary by President Nguyen 
Van Thieu·, Anloc is still in trouble, 
the Mekong Delta Region is liberated 
for the most part,and Saigon iu>eing 
threatened even more directly. Quang 
Tri, along with An Loe and Hue, 
( S o u t h o f Q u a n g fr i ) a very 
symbolic city, has been "retaken" in 
the city proper "Citadel" area 
although, like An Loe, it is mostly 
rubble and the guerillas have moved to 
the outlying countryside. Northern 
provinces now appear to be the present 
focus of the offensive. Queson, a 
district capital, was overrun in late 
August and Danang,_ the second largest 
city in South Vietnam, is weakening 
daily as guerilla forces sweep the 
smaller provinces fQuangnam, 
Quan~in and Quangn~i) just below it. 
It would seem perhaps 
unbelievable to most observers in spite 
of the hundreds of bomhiog missions 
and the increasingly electronic and 
computerized methods of maiming and 
destroying the Vietnamese, that they 
have not only survived but are at this 
very moment succeeding in politicizing 
those marginal countrymen of theirs 
who see an NLF victory in sight. 
C'onversJy, it should. seem just as 
strange that the Nixon Administration 
ciaims 
that the war is "winding down" and 
••Vietnam~ation .. , ( i.e. the_process 
whereby the South Vietnamese assume 
.·the burden. of the war) i· s succeeding. 
In the weeks to come, the con:uption 
within the Thieu regime. ·the 
scandalo.us Lavelle Affair 
(unauthorized bombing_ runs), the dike. 
bombings. cloud seedings. defoliating 
(and its side effects, such as a 
chromosomal damage in· babies) and all 
the other tragic manifestations of this 
war will.- be appro;i~hed ." This article 
. . . . . 
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While the Nixon war machine 
gradually retrieves American soldiers 
fro~ the groupd war in. Vietnam, 
bombs continue to maim and ·lcill 
thousands of people there. One of the 
major aims of this con.tnual air warfare 
is simply to injure as many North 
· Vietnamese people as possible in order 
to tie up professionals in vital medical 
services and to decrease the people's 
morale with the sight of hundreds of 
walking-wounded. 
This is_ only one of the many 
enlightening facts that are brought 
forth in tlieftlm "Village by Village." 
Dr. Bill Zimmerman, along with three 
other anti-war activists, traveled to 
North Vietnam last spring at the 
invitation of the government of the 
Democaratic Republic of Vietnam 
(North Vietnam). During their stay in 
Indochina, these people made a visual 
documentary of the results of 
American bombing, using two eight 
mm movie cameras, a casset tape 
recorder, and a still camera. The result 
is a powerful statement of the bravery 
- 1 of the North Vietnamese in the face of 
savage air assault. · 
Today·, September 21, Bill Zit;rman 
is in Ithaca to speak about his 
experiences in Indochina. He·and may 
other people, including Bella Abzug, 
I.F. Stone, and Dr. Benjamin Spock, 
are part of a group who have banded 
together as Medical Aid for Indochina, 
Medical Aid for Indochina, (M.A.1.), 
was founded last year to help bring 
. urgently needed medical supplies _to 
the people of North Vienam, along 
with liberated areas of South Vietnam 
Laos, and Cambodia. Raising 
much-needed funds for M.A.I. is one 
of the primary goals of 'Village by 
Village" which was recently shown at 
Ithaca College and may be seen a~ain 
when Zimmerman speacks at ip,m.in 
F208 today. 
The film is honest and moving, 
showing the Vietnamese living their 
lives in-between bombing raids. The 
people of North Vietnam have adapted 
themselves -to work continually to 
repair. the damage done to their land 
by the bombs, The film shows the 
inner strenth, apparent in the fa.:1.:s of 
the peo pie as they confront the 
constant threat of air attack The 
~ople work together· to keep their 
society functioning. For example, 
human plane spotters are used instead 
,of radar ·which can be detected by 
Amencan equipment. 
Along with shots of Hanoi and other 
cities which are prime targets for the 
bombers, the film tells of · agricultural 
villages and their inhbitants who are 
wiped out in one wave of saturation 
bombing, 'although the town contain 
no military target. The ftlm also shows 
how the incesant bombardment causes 
the Vietnamese to become stronger 
and more unified. One doctor in the 
ftlm tells how saving the life of a 
young boy makes the medical staff 
more intent on contuing their struggle, 
rather than causing them to become 
discouraged. The boy that the doctor 
helped was wounded in a morning raid 
by American war planes, then later, 
while he lay on the hospital operating 
table, he was injured by more bombs 
once again. This is only one example 
of what the Vietnamese are fighting 
against and how their strenth grows. 
Another portion of ••village by 
Village" deals with the bombs that do 
the actual killing of children, women, 
and men. The anti-personel bombs, 
designed to destroy only human flesh, 
are displayed and explained along with 
their horrifying results. America uses 
weapons which enter a persons body, 
any person, soldier or civilian, and 
travel inside the body to rip and 
destroy it. Other bombs employ shards 
made of non-metals which cannot be 
detected by X-ray once they have 
penetrated the skin. These and other 
equally-deadly devices are seen in the 
film, along with the people who have 
been torn and maimed by them, 
Obviously, the bombs are only itended 
to injure people, such weapons are 
incapable of damaging any military 
target. This is ·why medical help is 
needed"by the Vietnamese people. 
Sending medical supplies tangible 
support of the Indochinese .people and 
gives proof that Americans want 
liberatin and justice ofr these people. 
Money ·rrom Medical Aid for 
Indochina is sent to the Liberation 
Red Cross of Southern Vietnam, and 
to the Vietnam Red Cross by both air 
and surface transportation. The funds 
gathered are used to purchase medical 
supplies for treatment and prev_ention 
of diseaes,. medical equipment, along 
with medical textbooks and journals, 
all of which are badly needed by the 
(continued on page 5) 
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Grading Changes Bible land Stories. 
Suggested 
by Gregg Glaser 
Petitions suggesting changes in Bob Ellis, spokesman for the 
Ithaca College's new grading group of Phys·Ed majors 
system have been submitted to submitting the petitions, said he 
Physical Education faculty· hoped that the petitions would be 
members and majors. Since last completed by Friday, September 
Friday students in the School of 22. He plans to take the final 
He;,lth, Physical Education, and results of the petitions to Professor 
Recreation have been circulating Hamtlton and follow Hamilton's 
these petitions which advocate the advice as to what step to take 
reinstatement of D's along with next. Ellis believes this next action 
pluses and minuses in the letter will be to speak with Acting 
grade system. Provost Paul Darrow. 
The idea for these petitions Ellis explained that his group's 
developed from a discussion of the goal is to get the grading system 
new grading-system in a class of changes in effect for next 
Physical Education Professor semester, if not sooner. He 
Joseph Hamilton on Friday, realizes, however, that the 
September 8. During this class the petitions will have to be submitted 
students and Professor Hamilton to all faculty members and 
agreed that the letter grade 'D' students at Ithaca College before 
should constitue a passing grade the system will be changed again 
and not be listed as Not For by the college administration. He 
Transcript (NFT), and that pluses hopes that students in other 
and minuses should, as in the past, Schools and Divisions at Ithaca 
be a part of the grading system. College will begin submitting the 
Two students in this class, Phys same pettions in their academic 
By Mitch Broder 
Ed Juniors Bob Ellis and Bob area. However, if this doesn't o Friends,. the time for revolution 
Vrooman, wan·ted to know how this doesn't occur his group plans is upon us. Comme~alism has at 
the rest of the Phys Ed faculty to submit their petitions last hit its peak. Last week in 
members and students at Ithaca campus-wide themselves. Orlando Florida, home of that 
Co 11 e g e f e It about these Ellis' group believes a D should recent modest venture known as 
suggestons. They wrote two constitue a passing grade as it has Disney World, plans were disclosed 
petitions; the first dealing with the in the past. They do not agree for a new $5,000,000 amusement 
reinstatement of the 'D' and the w i th the argument that park to be built on a 29-acre tract, 
second with the return of pluses establishing C as the passing grade just two miles west of the Disney 
and minuses, and began submitting will cause students to set their Corpotations minor monument, 
these petitions for signatures on standards higher and work harder and to be knownas get-ready-Bible 
Friday, September 15. The · than when D was the passing Land! Yes, Bible Land, or possibly 
petitions are written in the form grade. His group also believes the B ib)e World. Great idea, right? 
of opinion statements on which a elimination of the D will be unfair Bible Land is -being financialry-
person writes "Yes" or "No" to to some students because it may backecl by the Preferred Land 
the suggestion of having D's or cost them extra money to take Corporation of Atlanta, and its 
pluses and minuses reinstated in courses in summer school in order opening is tentatively scheduled 
the grading system. to obtain credit for courses in for just one year from now. 
As of Tuesday, September 19, which they received an NFT for a Spokesman for Preferred 
between 40% and 50% of all D grade. Ellis said he had been Land have indicated· hopes that 
Physical F.ducation faculty approached by one person with the park created will be of a 
members ,.11-ndl 40%-of all Physical the theory that possibly the serious nature. How could 
Education majors had signed the college administration hopes to, anyplace called Bible Land be 
two petitions. The results were financially profit from the new serious? And serious or not, it's 
that approximately 210 had voted grading system due to an increase bound to present the tales of the 
Yes and five No on the in summer school attendance Good Book many times larger 
reinstatement of the D, and that caused by students needing credit than life, so the impressionable 
approximately 225 had voted Yes for courses in which they earned a kiddies who visit the pa)Ce will 
~dtwoNoonthereinstementof grade of D and received no walk away with glossy, 
pluses and minuses. credit. 
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Graphic :t,y Robert Robertson 
exaggerated images. So why not go A m a z i n g T e c h n i c o l o r 
all the way? Imagine the Garden Dreamcoat-in assorted sizes' and 
of Eden by monorail! Noah's Ark, styles. Salt shakers in the shape of 
replete with hundreds of full-scale Lot's wife. Tower of Babel Erector 
mechanical beasts to scare hell out Sets! Samson dolls with removable 
of the wee tots who came to see·' hair!! 
them. What about a ski-lift ride to 
the top of Mount Sinai, where Ah, recall our young 
tickets will be sold for the .Ten days, when we thought that 
Commanct"ments Roller Coaster'! Fre~domland's re-creation of the 
Or maybe a burrow ride from Chicago Fire was a spectacle not 
Egypt to the Promised Land, to be equalled. The children of 
highlighted by a coin-operated tomorrow may now be given the 
Parting Red Sea, and topped off chance to see a re-creation of the 
with a And think of the souvenir Creation-every hour on the hour 
stands!Actual replicas of Joseph's for just $1.75. 
U.S. De~troyer l'.fit 
WASHINGTON, D.C. itself has been less than successful. 
(LNS)-U.S. mines in the waters At least two Chinese minesweepers 
off the shore of North Vietnam, have sailed into Haiphong harbor 
recenly found their first to help with the cleating of the 
vi ct i m--t he U.S. destroyer .mines. North Vietnam reports that 
Warrington. The Warrington, on the mines are removed almost as 
duty shelling the North soon as they are postioned. 
Vietnamese coast, hit wh_at was -Pentagon and the CIA reports 
reported to be a Mark-36 m_ine. document that the hoped-for 
The destroyer was so badly stoppage of supplies to the North 
damaged that it will probably have Vietnamese army and People's 
to be scrapped. Liberation Armed Forces of South 
The whole mining program Vietnam never occured. 
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ARTISTIC EXPRE$I0l\l FOR ITHACA WOMEN 
By Ethel Krauss 
The people who organized the 
"Woman and the Arts Festival" 
here in Ithaca on the Cornell 
campus fast April little knew that 
the one-week long festival wo.uld 
bloSSOIJl into a weekly program. 
Susan Graetz, one the student 
leaders of the new program, got 
the idea for ''Woman is My Name" 
from that festival, but thought. 
much more could, be accomplish~ 
on a less professional basis in a 
smaller, more congenial 
atmosphere. A festival 
accomplishes a lot, but it just 
doesn't last long enough in one 
place .for the people to grow and 
become a true part of it. So Ms. 
Graetz, excited about beginning a 
new program, gathered interested 
people together and organized the 
new weekly prgram. The title of 
the program is taken form that of 
the theme song in a collection by 
Lanayre Liggera. 
This group of women decided 
on two main · functions for 
"Woman Is My Name", as they 
stated , "the first is to provide a 
gathering-place for women, 
whether or not they are actively 
interested in artistic expression , 
to get together once a week." 
Once again, it should be stressed 
that when they say "women 
artists," by no means are they 
assuming you to be a professional. 
The audience, in fact, seems to 
more interested in what is being 
said than how it is being 
expressed. They went on to say, 
"Women who want to perform 
music, read poetry or prose, do 
informal theatrical productions, 
show video tapes, exhibit 
paintings, photographs or crafts, 
are welcome 1o take part." 
Wednesday, September 13 at 
Noyes Center on the Cornell 
campus the program started off 
with a former professor of Spanish 
and Portuguese at Cornell sharing 
a few of the songs she composed. 
, Alice Michtom introduced herself 
simply by saying, • r like to sing." 
With her huitar as accompaniment, 
she expressed feeling with a 
variety of songs. Some of the titles 
or themes were, Staying on 
Freedom, Drunk With Love, The 
Unaboidable Consequence of You, 
and What Can You Say When a 
Love Affair is Over? t~ost of her 
songs were sung in Spanish or 
Portuguese, so she gave a short 
explanation before singing, or 
repeated the song in English. 
By-this time, about forty people 
were gat.hered around and a sheet 
of paper was passed in an effort to 
acquire information of individuals' 
talents or modes of expression. 
names and addresses, Some simply 
wrote under tht; talent column, 
"just listening". The sheet 
demanded no obligaiton to 
perform, but was later revealed to 
be of benefit to Ms. Peggy Haine 
who organizes weekly performers. 
She contacts interested people to 
perform for the next meeting or 
they may contact her in Ithaca at 
256-6587 or 257-0617. There is 
usually time at the end of the 
program for those interested at the 
spur of the moment in expression 
or discussion. If you are not sure 
whether or not you want to 
perform, come and listen the first 
week and then talk to Peggy about 
the next program. 
Following Alice Michtom came 
whoat could best be described as 
the highlight of the evening½ a 
recitation of poems by ruth am} 
wishik [sic]. ruth's·poems held the 
attention of the group· and were 
highly descriptive in conten t. 
''The following poem," says ruth, 
"was written in reaction to men's 
descriptions of women's bodies." 
tions of women's _!>odies." 
Cock and Bull 
You talk of me 
as if I were a turkey 
longing to be dressed. 
My vagina 
does not feel 
empty 
without the stuffing 
of a cock, 
Female DJ 
Ro bin Sherwin, Psychology 
major-turned English major-turned 
TVR major is the first female _disc 
jockey at WICB~AM .. ' 
Eager to catch a new personaHty 
on the way up, The Ithacan took 
advantage of an opportunity to 
·interview Ms. Sherwin ·before her 
show last Tuesday night. We first 
asked her why more women have 
not worked at the radio station, 
and she replied that she wasn't 
really sure. "Perhaps it's just a lack 
of interest on the part of women, 
or perhaps it's just something 
women think they shouldn't be 
doing. or maybe they are-afraid." 
- Robin also expressed the feeling 
that when more people get more 
accustomed to hearing. a female 
voice over-·the air, more women 
will enter the field. ""There aren't 
enough women on the air-we need 
more.•• she says. 
When ,·asked how .she became a 
DJ at the college station Robin 
explained the procedure: 
.. Everyone .who .. wants a show 
must ·submit an audition tape. An 
.1u.ditio tape is a sample of a show. 
which includes some musk. 
commercials. and. of course. your 
voice. as_'you would over the ·air. 
The t.1p"e 1nust be sumitted to the 
By J~ie Blackman. 
photo by Bob Conan 
,r .·. 
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5 
its pulsatons 
have never been 
ocean waves, 
its hairy cover 
never a blanket 
of fur. 
It respond~ 
to warm water 
and good music, 
feels the pleasure 
of tight pants 
and my (ingers. 
with no need 
of inhabitants. 
Susan Graetz followed Ms. 
Wishik's presentation with a 
songfest and invited everyone to 
join in on the choruses. Next, 
more poems were read and ruth 
ann 1 • · -;hik came back singing this 
time. The program ended with an 
amusing story ofBetty and Joe by 
a woman resident in Ithaca. 
ruth started attending "Women 
is My Name" just recently. She 
likes to utilize an open-house kind 
of forum which lends to 
expression and an informal 
program. · 
"Woman is My Name" was well 
organized and the two hours 
slipped by quickly. The majority 
of the women attending were 
college students with exception of 
two or three middle-aged women 
and one male. A few other males 
dropped by for a _few minutes but 
their interest drifted elsewhere. 
Dress was casual and the 
atmosphere congenial.Starting 
Wednesday, September 27, at 8 
p.m., ',Woman Is My Name" will 
·be held at Williard Straight Hall in 
the International Lounge. If 
Woman is your Name, come and 
share next Wednesday and bring 
your friends. 
Your penis paints 
a vacant room. 
Your entrance 
is temporary dwelling 
in a house Women Get Together photo by Scott Peril 
• ins the Disks 
program director of either the AM play as much music as possibie, " 
or the FM station. If the program she says. 
director likes the way you sound Do the men at the station treat 
he gives you time for a ·show'. her differently than they do the 
Robin De,, (as she is know on the other people at the station? No. 
air) has a show from six o'clock to According to Robin, "I'm just one · 
nine ·o'clock oo Fridays, and from of the jocks! However, this is a 
ten o'clock. to two .o'clock on school and you don't find the 
Tuesdays. She hasn't done inany prejudices here that you would 
actual shows yet as· she -.only find in other places," she added. 
submitted her tape at the Two years ago there was a. 
beginning of this semester. "There woman who was a .. jock" on the 
are usually a few openings for FM station, and there is another 
people to get shows at the woman, now at WICB, who has a 
beginning of each semester," s'-e pre-recorded show. She is not 
,., .::said, ·"and anyone niay submit a considered to be a disc jockey 
tape." · since her show is not live. 
. When asked what she does as a However, there are may women 
·"Jock", Robin explained that each working in other parts of the 
· week there is a different 11lay list s.tation; serving as newscasters, 
.... of :seventy-fi_ve-5ongs, arid from techicians and general staff· 
• that list she- picks the music she members. · · 
; wants to. play o.ver the air during · Why does .Robin use an air 
her show. Robin checks·.with the name? "Well, Robin Sherwin was 
disc jockey who goes cin before too long ~ name .to use over the 
her to make sure that she does not air," was the simple answer. 
repeat on her show any of the Robin doesn'.t intend to make a 
songs he has played earlier in -ihe· · profession of . work such as she 
evening. Robin stressed the fact does at the station as a disc 
that the AM station this year is jockey. She' said, ~~,;-that she just 
different ·then it has ever been does it for fun, but that she would 
before. No Tonger does the AM very much 1ike to write sci;ipts and 
station program "boppy" rock advertisements for ·television. "I 
with alot of disc jockey talk; .now do this because I really love it," 
more new alb.um cuts· and more she says of tier show. "I just have a 
progressive -rock· are played. ..I really great time!" 
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endeavors are as credible as funds for a 
.. needy" student or an artistic 
performance, It is ·my opion that 
Ithaca lost so much due to its lack of. 
recognition of its athletic potential. 
. Simply, not only has athletics been 
subdued but some truly gifted people 
have been conspicuously overlooked 
almost. to the point of mistreatment. 
A case in point concerns possibly 
the most outstanding athlete that has 
ever graced the fields of Ithaca. His 
name is Ron Donlick. Who? That is 
precisely my point. Why don't 
Ithaca ns re member R,on Donlick? 
Because he didn't buy all the low key 
philosophies of his c·oaches. Because he 
wouldn't conform tosillytraditions and 
could still out-perform those who did. 
Those are precisely the reasons. Let it 
be clearly understood that I don't 
claim to know just what constitues 
"correct procedures" of coaches or 
athletic directors but at least I am 
aware of a number of procedures that 
are NOJ" correct or even logical. So 
Ron Donlick was thrown off teams 
and ignored because he didn't fit the 
pattern. 
The simple truth of the matter is 
that couldn't fit. He was simply too 
talented and this resulted in his 
complete alienation from the status 
and track and field at Ithaca College . 
He has also proven himself as a 
legitimate candidate for' excellence in 
the fields_ of boxing, weightlifting, 
diving and gymnastics . 
Therefore, using versatility as the 
only necessary criterion, Mr. Donlick 
has certainly earned the simple 
acknowledgement that he is one of a 
very rare breed. He is in fact a great 
athlete and I have only seen one or 
two others in my lifetime. This is not 
then, idle praise·_-
, . quo of Ithacan ·mediocrity. If this 
You see, what I have been trying to 
say is that this situation is not my loss 
or Rob's. He is my close friend and I 
have appreciated his talents for years. 
He has brought me many of enjoyment 
and pride and although only one year 
older than myself, he is my idol. 
Certainly Ron Donlick has not 
suffered. He has used his talents and is 
at the time of this ·letter playing 
professinal football. This is not what 
saddens me. Rather the loss of this 
simple appreciation on the part of all 
concerned at Ithaca College i's what is 
disheartening; You see, there was a 
pride, an accomplishment and a 
uniqueness of sharing a great man's 
talent that was denied many people at 
Ithaca. I doubt if the chance will come 
again for a long while but I hope when 
it does Ithaca will be ready to accept 
and savour it. /IIJ~=:1'!. seems like a hollow boast , let me 
TOTHEE~MBMi~ 
This is the time of the year (letter and undaunting school spirit will 
written during last July-Ed.) when separate the ·"athletes"' from the 
there is excitement about the "other guys on the teams." 
aspirations of the coming year. This It is precisely about this that I have 
applies especially to the attitutudes of directed my correspondence. Ithaca 
the atheletes for it is at th:S point that has had relatively little to be excited 
the atheletes at Ithaca are ·on a par about in the area of athletics. This will 
.with all of their opponents. Within a always be the case uptil the powers 
few weeks the inevitable losses will pile that be realize that athletics are a 
upon the cumulative Ithaca record. By worthwhile expenditure and that 
then the same old apathy will set in money spent on athletes and athletic 
RETURN OF 
NEW BOOKS 
MAY BE MADE AT 
DORM 6 BOOK STORE 
ONLY UNTIL 
SEPT. 29. 
RERJ RN MUST BE 
ACCOMPANIED 
BY 
RECEIPT 
. -· .. ' .... 
. ' . 
assure you it is not. I will make a 
statement of fact and I challenge 
anyone to refute it. Ron Donlick is the 
only athlete who was ever CAP ABLE 
of competing on a Varsity level in 
football hockey, lacrosse, wrestling, 
TO THE EDITOR: 
Regarding the article in the Intra 
College Vol.4, Sept. II, 1972, we wish 
to take exception to the blurb under 
the rubric of "Towers Area". It 
reads, "the east two-thirds of the 
Dining area will be enclosed with glass, 
' permitting. additional multi-purpose 
use and providing security to the area 
during feeding, programming and ... , 
Alike all good pigs at bay, feeding time 
is a very important period of the day. 
Likewise, the sacrosanct hours of 
Sincerely, 
Vincent J. Bocchicchio Jr. 
programming that highlight the college 
experience are not to. be lightly 
considered. Indeed, next time such 
activities as the Feeding and 
Programming of Ithaca College 
students is discussed, please be 
advised, oh powers that be, that 
capital letters need be employed. 
Qutragedly. 
Beauregarde Avacado 
and Cinder, the Wonder Dog. 
wasted space ........ . 
by ed paschke/witzend 
TAKE FIVE MINUTES ••• 
That's all it takes to regis,er 
to vote. DEADLINE OCT. 7, 1972 
Five mi~ute1 of your time 
will decide the· future 
of-America. 
·McGOJERN ·. -
FOR PRESIDENT GE_O.KENNEDV 
. . - .· •',' J-· 
272-0780 OR 
._UNION TABLE 
. - PAID P.OLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT -:-· 
' .. _ ........ ··-... ~ .. .. -.: ... .. --:-~.: ... ··-
Vietnam 
(continued from page I) 
paddies, we are Still spending millions 
of dollars trying to "bring them to 
their knees"? He will undoubtedly 
remain dubious until he is told that his 
country has realised the mistakes made 
in the past and is doing its best to 
remove itself "honorably" from the 
conflict. What this man will realize 
some day, is the "honor" as he 
understood it fighting fascism., is not 
the same "honor" Richard Nixon 
suggests is being delayed by the NLF 
offensive. It is an 'honor" achievable 
by any means;ncluding genocide by 
flooding, starvation or chemical 
poisoning. This is the type of reasoning 
that has ordered over 3.7 millions tons 
of bombs dropped on Indochina 
(Source Pentagon Information Office 
)creating over 13 million bomb craters 
(Source: Scientists Westing and 
Pfeiffer, of the American As_sociation 
for the Advancement of Science ), 
resulting in tthe killing, wounding or 
making refugees of over 4.5 million 
Indochinese civilians (~ource:U.S. 
Senate Refugee Committee). · 
Yet these facts are not nearly as 
awe some as the determination 
exemplified by the Vietnamese people 
in their revolutionary struggle. 
Consider the fact that the younger 
soldiers have been trained in guerilla 
tactics almost from the day they are 
able to walk. In fact, the thought of 
seeing a 65 year old guerilla running 
for cover, gun in one hand and 
grandson in the other is quite 
imaginable. Compare this to the 
enthusiasm in the American army 
these days. Moreover, try to look 
beyond the administrations claims to 
having "retaken " a city such as Quang 
tri. It shouldn't be difficult understand 
that a people that has been beombed 
so heavily for the last seven years 
would avoid the western "heroic 
struggle of the little guys" (or 
Liberation Force!:> Olkn~ivc 
~,, .... _ .. ,_.,,..,, ......... _h 
~-.. ,-.......... ........., ....... ... 
~, ................ , ................... . 
 ... ,....uas....,~-.,..-
•'-'•"_"....__..,_,_ 
.,,.r•G 
SOUTH 
VIETNAM 
Alamoitis") in trying to hold a city for 
an extended period while "super 
bombs" of 7 .5 tons come screaming 
down around them each day leaving 
craters the size of two football fields. 
Instead, the total deem_phasis of 
winning "real estate" (the "symbolic 
victory" mentioned above) in favor of 
stimulating rural political activity has 
been the stated policy of the National 
Liberation Front probably for as long 
as any NLF member can remember. 
Another question that may arise 
in one's mind is how tile guerillas 
transport heavy artillery when ( "you 
can be sure if it's ) Westinghouse and 
("Not just data ... reality") IBM have 
wired up the Ho Chi Minh Trail "like a 
pinball machine ... we plug it in every 
night" 
The answer seems both simple and 
brilliant at the same time. The parts of 
even the heaviest weapons and trucks 
are dismantled while within the 
captured city and taken to forests or 
some other such form of clandestine 
refuge where tempoary "factories" are 
built and the parts assembled. Whereas 
most Amer;can generals are still fairly 
unfamiliar· with the geography of 
Vietnam, Vietnamese generals such as 
Vo Nguyen Giap, the brilliant 
strategist behind the victory at 
Dienbienphu in 1954 and the current 
offensive, know the country as well as 
they -know the gun.in their hand. Not 
just rhetoric ... _reality. 
Do the mines in Haiphong harbor 
appear to be an effective deterrent of 
supplies to North Vietnam? That 
problem has been sovled to an extent 
as well. Since mines respond to 
acoustic vibrations or shearing of water 
by the hulls of large vessels, simple 
rafts have been used to skim the 
water s surface in mined areas. 
Spiritual resistance knows no 
geographic boundaries. The spirit of 
brotherhood, love for the earth .from 
which we all subsist, and respect for 
others right to self-determination, not 
just Richard Nixon's, should be felt 
and shared with our brothers and 
sisters in Indochina. We must begin to 
md\'e "together in Io.v.e and 
revolutionary embrace." WHS 
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Help Indochina 
(co11 r11111ed from page 1) 
people. 
Many methods are being used to 
raise· badly-needed money for M A.I.. 
"Village by Village" is one tool the 
Medical Aid employs to educate and 
raise funds. One segment of the film is 
an interview conducted with eight 
American prisoners in North Vietnam, 
which was seen on the PBS TV 
network. These men, pilots some ot 
whom have been captive since 1968, 
wrote a statement condemning 
Richard Nixon when the bombing of 
Vietnam was resumed last spring . 
These men realize that the targets 
which they were told were military 
installations were civilian homes and 
villages. The film succeeds in this 
section, despite technical problems, in 
presenting a clear version of the truth. 
The explanation of the facts about the 
dikes, indicates that they may be 
weakened by direct bombing whch will 
cause flooding and death for millions. 
All these things happen in 
Indochina, now, and in the future, 
many people in the course of events. 
Vietnamese people are not America s 
enemies, it is important to 
demonstrate to them that people here 
care about the Vietnamese who are 
hurt by the war. People everywhere 
have the right to treatment for disease 
and injury, Medical Aid for Indochina 
helps bring help to the people of 
Indochina who need medical 
care. 
IIThosewholla\4ehad 
achaocebrbur)4earS 
andmuld not~~ ' 
should ncr~~ 
another~ 
MIDTOWN RECORDS & TAPES 
,, 
SEPT. 21 THRU 23 
SAL.EON 
ROCK IMPO.RTS 
SINGLE AND DOUBLE ALBUMS $ 2 .9 7 
$4.67 FOR KINKS DOUBLE ALIUM 
THIS INCLUDES · THEM; ROLLING STONES ; FACES;· 
BEATLES; PINK FLOYD; HOLLIES ; WMBIES; THE WHO 
BERT JANSCH; JOHN MAYALL; MANFRED MANN; 
KINKS; SPOOKY TOOTH; Y ARDBIIIDS; ANIMALS; 
FAIRPORT CONVENTION; VARIOUS FOLK & ROCK 
COLLECTIONS AND MORE . 
MIDTOWN RECORDS &-.TAPES 
317 COLLEGE AVL HOURS: MON-FRI 10:00-10:00 
CALL 272-2555 SAT 10:00-6:00, SUN 12:00-6:00 
Across The Street From C-Town Smoker &Sun-Art 
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On Friday, September 22, the 
wis.h of many Ithaca College 
,tudent~ will bec.:ome a reality. The 
·1emporary Puh, located in the 
Union Lounge, will open it, door~ 
for hu,ines.,. The old Pub, 
formerly 101.:ati.:cl in the Tower~ did 
not open this. year due to the 
pending renovation of the Union 
and Tower, area, and the eventual 
relocation of the Pub. The Union 
renovation schedule ha~ been 
changed, freeing the Lounge in 
order that a temporary Pub could 
he created. The old Pub furnishing 
have been brought down, 
perpetuating the traditional 
atmo:..pherc. 
To kick off the opening of the 
Temorary Pub, C.M.I. has 
st:hcdulcd a special Happy Hour 
lhi:.. Friday from 4:00 - 6:00 P.M., 
II Pu/J 
easy access to b_oth areas. Student 
help is needed in confining the 
beer to both of these areas. 
Draft beer will go on sale on a 
regular basis in the Temporary Pub 
at 6:30 P.M. daily, prior to which 
canned beer will be available. 
C.M.l. has scheduled a Happy Hour 
every Friday with beer on tap 
beginning at 4:30 P.M .. To keep 
you on your toes and your mind 
and body at its best, old time 
flicks, live entertainment and 
other sundry entertainments will 
be programmed often throughout 
the year, according to SAB 
officials. Any organizaton wishing 
to hold an event in the Temporary 
Pub is asked to contact Mr. Bill 
Griffeith, Union Cafeteria 
Manager, at X 3204. 
with IS t:ent drafts, free peanuts TV buffs have not been 
and popcorn. Also provided will neglected in the Uniori. The TV 
be free music.:. lounge has been relocated in the 
Although the Union Lounge southern portion of the Rec 
will hou:..e the Temporary Pub, Room. The lounge furniture has 
beer will still be purchased in the been moved up, and the cable 
Snat:k Bar due to licensing connected. Now both TV freaks 
requirements However, the doors and beer-drinkers can satisfy their 
connecting the Snack bar and r e s p e c t v e 
Lounge will be opened to facilitate desires. 
Student Congress 
Elections 
Regular elections for representative. With seven 
representatives to Student positions to be filled, the 
Congress will take place in off-campus rep's will be 
individual dorms, according to responsible to 680 off-campus 
C'h.iirman of Student Congress residents. A meeting for residents 
Pct er Barrett. Ballot:.. will be of the Garden Apartments and 
distributed by either head off-campushousingwillbeheldin 
rcsidents or by resident advisors. the Union Rec Room at 7:00 p.m. 
As of press lime, there were still on Thursday night. They will then 
two or thrce Quad dorms and be given an opportunity to meet 
sc veral terraee dorms in which th t! candidates and discuss the 
th c rc were none or only one issues with them. 
persons who had declared Aside flam the dorms, a 
candida<.:y. In these cases, representative from each duly-
according to Barrell, at-larg.: recognized organization on 
clc<.:tions will be held in the weeks campus will be elected to 
following the general election Congress. during the next few 
d,1ti:. weeks. Such varied organizations 
ThL'rL' seems to be a lack of as SA B, Hillel, the Afro-Latin 
inlL"ri:st in th.: election in some of S o c i et y, and Mari ho 1 i cs 
th,· Gardcn Apartments. cxpecially Anonymous (which is expected to 
in 2S. 2~, and 29. The other be represented by the unopposed 
(;,,nkns, however. s.:em to have an "El Stano") will each have a 
a,·,·,·ptable ,1mount of candidJtcs representative in the body. 
running for th,· offii.:e of Student As the elections near, it is 
Con!!rL·~s lkp .. Jnd WIil he ckctcd still unclear in the minds of many 
Fr1d:1y from 9-12 ;.1.m. 111 the Union Just what the funetions of Student 
I ,)bby. No111111ations for the Congress will be once the 
Garden~ ar,· now do~ed and some Community Council gets off bf 
of th,·m ;1re cxpel"ted to have at the ground. It is dear to most 
l,1rg,· ,·kL·t1,H1~ 111 till' future. interested persons, however, that 
~ Th nc· a r,· p resL" ntly 9-10 here is a defined laek of interest 
,·.1ndlllatc·~ running for the in the eteL'11ons oymanysegments 
p,)~1t1,)11 "f t)ff-L·ampus of the campus "community." 
\ \' ll Y PAY M ( > R L .:' 
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COrinne Galvin 
Suffers Stroke 
By Leah Fackos 
Students taking Minority 
Relations and Afro-American 
culture were caught off guard by 
the sudden stroke of their 
instructress Mrs. Corinne Galvin 
last Sunday. Mrs. Galvin of the· 
Sociology-Anthropology 
Department is presently a patient 
in the Tompkins County Hospital. 
According to Prof. Garry Thomas 
of the Sociology Department, the 
seriousness of Mrs. Galvin's 
condition cannot be ascertained 
until the end of the week and it 
will be at least two weeks before 
she will be able to have visitors. 
The Sociology-Anthropology 
Department held a meeting 
Wednesday afternoon to air 
alternatives concerning her classes. 
The meeting was opened also to 
any students in her classes who 
wished to attend. It was decided 
that any students w~ing to drop 
her courses, should feel_ free to do 
so. A likely alternative would be 
to take an independent study with 
another department member. 
They will also be given the option 
of adding another course and 
predating the add back to the 
last day adds were allowed. After 
/ 
discussions with her classes, 
Thomas feels that most of the 
students will be remaining in the 
course. 
A committee ·has been 
formed, comprised of both 
the possibilities. for an alternate 
teaching method of Mrs. Galvin's 
courses. They are looking into 
either hiring someone on a 
full-time basis to teach the courses 
or hiring a co-ordinator, to serve as 
a discussion leader for a lecture 
series class, which would bring 
noted lecturers concerning related 
subjects to the campus. 
Committee they will also be in 
charge of screening the people for 
this position and making ·final 
recommendations to the 
Sociology- Anthropology 
Department. 
Mrs. Galvin's classes. for the 
remainder of the week have been 
cancel.led, but will meet as 
scheduled next week. Thomas 
hopes that at that · time the 
students in her classes will be able 
to find out what will be happenmg 
for the rest of the semester. 
Tompkins County Hospital is 
located on Trumansburg Road for 
anyone wishing to- send Mrs. 
Galvin a card. 
-..., ·~ ·. 
Fall Weeftend 
By _A,bby Cox 
Sponsored by the 
Inter-Fraternity Council, this 
year's Fall Weekend Will feature' 
Bat McGrath and Don Potter with 
Steve Brown's Que Pasa on Friday, 
October 13. McGrath and Potter 
have re corded with Chuck 
Mangione and also performed in 
Ithaca last summer. The concert 
will be on a limited seating basis 
since it is in Ford Hall with. a 
capacity of only 750. 
The traditional football game 
will be against Fordham University 
on Saturday afternoon and in the 
evening the Don Ellis Band will 
appear for a three-hour concert in 
the Ben Light Gymnasium. This 
twenty-three- Jazz group has been 
described as "powerful, driving yet 
articulate" and is an exponent of 
"polyrthymic swing" or 
"psychedelic jazz." Their music is 
characterized by a lo:;s of brass, 
electronic effects, and "new 
rhythm". Known as one of the 
most innovative jazz music around 
with an extensive background ir{ 
both the classical and jazz 
traditions, Ellis has a group of fine 
solo performers aside from being 
an accomplished musician himself. 
The weekend will conclude 
with two showings of Bonnie and 
Clyde on Sunday evening. Rich 
Goldberg, President of IFC, is 
Chairman of the Weekend 
activities. 
Here's An Offer 
You Can't Refuse 
PECIAL While Supplies Last 
Stereo 8 Track Tapes $2.34 
Over 300 Different Titles 
Fadory Fresh Not~ Home Recorclin91 
All Guaranteed 
Call Dutch At 
· Terrcice 6A 
, -. 
,. ., '' r ,:; .,. ~-
X37-87 
302A 
•• 
TERRACE SNACK BAR 
CAMERA v11 • l.,_ 
• I ,. 
• • • 
t . \ ~-
PICKIN' 
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A SUNNY SMILE SIR WALTER STRIKES· photo by Ken Melech KAREN photo by R ,ch Sharp 
SOMETHING NEW 
at the 
-r . . ' i-~-OL' 
'--.' _L_. Ithaca Shopping Plaza• 
r:;-ou·N~oc-r) 1a-n? 
l, •• .!-,t..J l , ~ 
•you know, 
· · · , .· , . l £ j:.>( i"l" ~ photo by wa1:e_,_Le 1~ 1~Y . . _ ... ,. SHEH 1c .1 PIECf. OF- H . 'J~n., .. , ... -.. "'•·, , .•.. ~. 1.·-···"·-'-···-'.:.,• .. -~-~-··-···,, '.. -- ....... ---~,~s,.,:!.a . .a,,._..;:~ -~--··~·: -~· J. ,· '· , ••.•• , ..... _. - _._, __ ,,_ ····--- - , .... ~.......... ·-·-...... across from Westons? 
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CALENDAR 
Bulletin Board 
Community Council Meeting 
Thurs., Sept. 21, 7 :30 p.m . .S 202. 
Karate Club Meeting -
Thurs., Sept. 21, 
Wrestling Room, 
Israeli Folk Dancing 
Thurs., Sept. 2 t, 8 
Studio, Hill Center. 
7:30 p.m.,l 
Hill Center . 
p.m., Dan<.:c 
Students Interested in Kosher 
Meals 
Thurs., Sept. 21, 9 p.111. Chaplain\ 
Office. 
Opening of Temporary Puh . 
Friday,Sept. 22. Un1n11 l.oungl', 
Happy Hour 4-<, p.111.,15 cent 
drafts, live entcrta111111enl. 
Shabbat Dinner 
Fri., Sept 22. 5 p.111.. lln1011, 
DeMoltc Ro<>m. 
Shabbat Seiv ice 
Fri., Sept. 22. <>:30 p.m .. Rowland 
Hall Coffee llou~e 
Cro~ Country-Ithaca v,. Gcnc~eo 
Sal., Sep!. 23. 11 :.\0 ;1.111. ( ro" 
Count1y <"<>tJr~l'. 
Var.;it" Sol'<.:cr-lth.11:a v,. llohart 
S,11.. ~.pi ~ ;_ 2 p 111.. All<-11 l·1l'ld 
Surpn"' \,·tiv ili<.:v Ncw Puh 
S,11. "'' I ';. ,, I' Ill .. 111111111 
I ou nµ, 
Catholic Ma,, 
S1111.. ~L'lll. 2 '· 11 ,I Ill h11d 11,JII 
\11d1IOJlllill.) (> Ill 
li111e1n Rl'l. Roe1111 
Protc~tanf Worship 
S1111.. Sl'pl. 2..t. 11 ,I.Ill .. I e11d 11,JII 
('lt111;JI R<Hllll. 
SA B Trivia Con ll·~f Sign· up~ 
Wl'd.Sl·pl 27. IO-·l p111 .. ll11u,11 
I e1l•ll\ 
Doug Knighl on lhc piano 
l"hu1 ·· ',l'pl. 2 I . IO p.m . 
Snad, l\.1r. 
Phi Mu Alpha Hand 
1,·11.1n· 
S,11 .. ',<'pl 2 ;_ 'I HI p.111 . I ,·11:1,·,· 
Sn:1d. B;11 
Gay Lihnalion Front Ml'l'fing 
l\le111 .. ~,·pl. 2 'i. ''. lO p 111.. W,·~1 
l,l'11;1n· B.Jlcnny. 
Op<.:n IJiscu~~ion: .. Alternak 
Carl·cr,. Puhlil· Polil-v" 
M"n. ""''' 2'i. '': HI p.111. I· 101, 
Karah' Club 
I 11,·, . Sl'pl. ~"- 7 ~11 11.111 .. 
W1e,IIJ11g Rnllm.11111 (\·111<'1. 
<;etninar: ·· Act iv l' lnlt:nnl·dialt:s in 
Redox Reaction of Cr ,111d Mo." 
I IIL''·· Sl·pl. 2,, . ..j .. lll P.111 .. s .Hl7. 
Open Meeling of Compul.:r 
Planning Commil kc 
Till'"·· Sq11. 2h. ~ p.111 .• I' 102. 
•• 
·TV REVIEW 
The Rookies I 
By Steve Guterman 
Aaron Spelling, king of the ever seen (next to "The Failing of 
ABC-Made-For-TV-Movies and Raymond", another brainless, 
teenage oriented showSMOD cmotionlcs~ tv• movicJ. It starred 
SQUAD has struck on<.:c more. Darren McGavin as the 
Actually, "struck" is loo light a "hard-nosed police-lieutenant who 
worcJ; I think I'll u:,,c hlunclerccl." was going to make men out of 
The show I am rcfcrring·to i\ those raw recruits," and Cameron 
<.:ailed The Rookies, ,md, lo put 1t Mitchell giving an embarrassingly 
nicely, I clon'l like it. Why'! I'm painful performance as the sniper. 
glad you .1:-.kccl. So after the sniper is killed 
OK l-ir\l of all, the Aaron in the movie, we move three of the 
Spcll,ng makl' tor Lclcvi:,,ion movie rookie~ ancl the lieutenant (this 
!from whic.:h the ~how wa~ taken lime playcd by Gerald S. wa.., the wor\t piece ot'.lra:-.h I've 01.oughlin, an alumnas of 
1 
''Storefront Lawy~rs" later 
rclilkcl ''Men at Law" on CBS.) 
Administration Majors into a teh.:vision show. Bu~inc~, 
Mectinl! 
Mon .• St'pl. 
102. 
One rookie,· Willie Gillis 
2'i. r,:30~ r. 111 .• ·1 IMichacl Ontkcan), comes from a 
Luncheon Conference on 
"Creativity Program" 
Sq1I. 27, 2X. ~'I. I~ ne1on. Wt',I 
I t'll:Jll" 1>111111µ llall. 
<.:INEMA 
l)ouhlc l·calurc. "Whal Ever 
Happened lo Baby Jane·· and 
Rchccc.:a·· 
S,11 . Sqi't 2.\. 7 am! Ill p.111.. Mam 
I hl·al 1,·. /\1l111h,1011 .;;1, Spo11~01l'tl 
hy I Al'. 
Old Time Flic.:ks 
S1111 .• Sqil 
Sn.,d, Bai. 
.. Blacnla" 
.!4. I (I p,111.. ·ll-1ral"l' 
I l1111~d;1y-l 11l',day. 7:.\ll and 'l:10 
p 111. Sl1,J11d 
"Thl' La~t Pii:lurc Show" 
I h111~day-l m·,11:iy. 7 and <J 11.111 .• 
l1t,·(·11w111a. 
··Johnny (;01 Iii~ Gun" 
S1111 .. Sqil. 2·l. 7 and '1:.\0 p.1u .• 
\11111111 l{,·l· R"e1111. /\d1111s~111n 50 
<'l"Jlh. 
.. Thl' Fn•11d1 ("onncction·· plus 
.. M ~· A ·''S *II" 
I h 111 ~day- I 11<·,d.1~·. 
f'.111 .. l,·111pk 
··ulul'hl'ard' 
7 .111d 'I: 15 
l'h 111 sd:1v- I 11,·,d.1\. 7 
p.111.. Sl:tit·. 
.. Thl' Wild Hunl'h .. 
and 'I: 10 
1'11111, . Sq,t. 2X. 7 and '( p.ill.. 
1, 11 1" 11 R ,· ,· R "" m . :- o· cl' 111 
MUSIC 
Studl·lll Rl'l"ilal-fdlo and Piano 
S.11 Sq,1. 23. 2 p.111 .• hll'd 11:ill. 
Christopher Parkening - Guitarist 
I ul·sday Sl·pl 21>. Ba1ky llall 
t·o111l'II 
filthy rich neighborhood and why 
hl· wants to he<.:ci· · a rookie 
polu.:cman , only Aaron Spelling 
know~. ·1 hb character is played 
with innoccn<.:c ancl naivete, hut 
al'ler ~ccing the actor portraying 
thi:-. cahraclcr with such an 
amount of' i~noccm;e, you begin 
to wonder who is guilty. 
Nl'Xl we have Tccry Webster 
((;corgc Slanforcl Brown), a 
<.:haradcr fresh out of the black 
ghl'llo who joined the force lo sec 
how much he. could change the 
"system." !If he really wanted lo 
he construdive and change 
M>llll'lhing, he should have started 
with the scripts.) He may be a 
compel.ant actor oulsidi: the series, 
hut in ii, his a'cting reeks of "THE 
JIM BROWN COMPLEX" (that's 
not good). At least LINC 
(Clarence Williams Ill) of the 
MOD SQUAD contributes quite a_ 
hit of good characlcri1ation to 
make the overall effect of his show 
succes.-;ful and satisfactory, Terry 
Webster appears as a (forgive me) 
"what 's-happenin'-now-stereotyped 
lv-hlack man'" .It's not en-
I irely I he actor's fault, however; 
it's I hl' conception of his char-
;1dl'r hv the script writers . 
l.astly, the shallowest 
cl•ar.icll'r of the shoe, Mike Danko 
(. .m Melville}. fresh from the Air 
Forn• and miarrie: lo a nurse (Kate 
Jal·kson). It's not that this third of 
till' .. rookie trio" is a rt·sult of bad 
acl i ng: it's an absence of any 
al"ling al all. I sat through the first 
I wo shows of lhl' series and all 
logl·lhl·r. he must have appeared 
for about five minutes in each 
show. Again. blame the scripts. 
Thl' o Id pro. Lieutenant 
Ryka (O"Loughlin) has his hands, 
full trying lo "understand his 
you I h fu I pa rlners." I seems he 
spends all his time Oil the show 
shaking hi-; head in disbelief that 
these you! hs would do such 
things. 
g;rngwars. polic.: corruption, 
gh.:tt •) life. mi~ority life, etc., ... 
I gu1.-i.s it's.hip. 
Anyway, if you've got 
"HAPPY'S HOUR .. 
ll~llhing better lo do on Monday 
111ghts at 8:00, then turn on the 
old tubi: and look to ABC' for po<.>r 
.:nll·rtainment. 
Friday and Saturday 3-Sp.m. WARNING: I'm positive 
there will be people (the easy to 
pleasi: type) who will go nuts over 
Pitcher of Bud- $1.00 I his show. Supposedly, it's bi:coming very popular with high 
school and teenaged college 
audiences. For those people. I also 
suggest that they watch for the 
nighttime version of Monty Hall's 
LET'S MAKE A DEAL• Maybe 
they'll learn the secret of the 
Most. Mixed Drinks 
Bloody Marys 3 - 7 p.m. Sat. 50c 
universe. 
TV Review 
Maude Bunkers Out 
By Larry Abramsky 
Edith Bunker has ii cousin-her name is Maude. She now 
stars in her own CBS series. If this past week's show is any 
sampling of what "M.aude" has in store for us in the weeks 
to come, CBS execs have mu~h to worry about. First the 
good points. B~hind the show are the same top people who 
put • All in the Family " together. Tony award-winning 
Beatrice Arcner stars as Maude. Bill Macy portrays her 
fourth husband, Walter, and Adrienne Barbeau, straight from 
an award - winning performance in Broadway's 
"Grease", is featured as ·Maude's divorced 
daughter Carol. Miss Arther first introduced the character of 
Maude, Edith Blinker's cousin, in two episodes last season 
on "All in the Family. ' Now the bad points. The acting is 
good, but without a good script, nothing can work well, and 
it doesn't. I found myself wanting to laugh at the material, 
but couldn't because it was so bad. Every time Maude 
opened her mouth, it seemed as if. the same lines kept 
coming out over and over-they weren't funny. The editing 
on this week's episode was absolutely atrocious. At least on 
"All in the Family" a feeling of continuity is established, 
meaning scenes don't seem chopped up. The show is tap~d 
before a live audience, so there is not supposed to be a laugh 
track, but many times during the half hour, the background 
laughter was way out of wack. The scenes were very choppy, 
possibly due to cuts made during the live taping-definitely B 
quality stuff. 
If "Maude" doesn't shape up fast, her favorite cousin 
Archie can be expecting company. 
- Burton is Bluebeard 
By Steve Swarfz 
I'm going to recommend Bluebeard, the _film currently 
playing at the State Theater, for all the wrong reasons. The 
acting is grotesque (remember when famous stars doing 
kooky th,ings was called "camp"? The acto~ in Bluebeard· 
due to a director who can't make up his mind whether to 
emulate Roman Polanski or Woody Allen, are mere: 
counselors-in-training.) and every sitµation is 
contrived-contrived, no Jess, around the wild, improbable 
tales of Richard Burton as told to none other than Joey 
Heatherton. 
It's a shame that Edward Dmitryk, the director, 
couldn't resist dealing in heavy-handed symbolism and cheap 
cinematic "scare" technique. The intrusion of Nazis 
(pompously declaring that "what we need is Jaw and order") 
only serve to dampen the mood of high comedy that could 
have, and should have, prevailed. For Bluebeard, if handled 
in the style of a film such as The Fearless Vampire Killers, 
would have been tolerable. Perhaps I should say more 
tolerable, because even 'with its gross flaws in tone, the 
movie works. And it works because of the presence of 
Burton.· , 
Rich.ard Burton, after a lucrative and distinguished 
career as a serious actor, is noV' into his "trash" period. In 
0 
my estimation it all started with Night of the Iguana and got 
steadily trashier through such works· as Boom, The 
Comedians a.nd, with the notable exception of Anne of a 
Thousand· Days, reached its crowning glory with his guest 
appearanceon the Lucille Ball Show. It had to make you a 
little sad to see the man wh'o critics once predicted would 
revolutionize ·H.amlet being badgered and drooled over by 
Mr. Mooney. 
So much for Burton's melodri!.!!latic recent past. He's 
still a fine actor, despite the roles he accepts, and the 
expressions he is able to summon, as the situations become 
more absurd' and his Peter O'Toole impersonation becomes 
more exact, are hilarious. 
. · Why this film was really made is a boring question. Is it 
~ymg that Bluebeard, barbarian, is symbol for the fanatics 
of his and ,a later age? ls it saying that to be satisfied man 
mu~t revert to his inherently animalistic tendencies? Is it 
saymg that men without penises make bad lovers? Who the 
hell i:ares? If you're in the mood for a go·od laugh without 
any pretensi~ns toward good satire or social com~ent, see 
Burton as Bluebeard. · 
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Piano and C_ello Program 
David and Elaine Howard will be guest recitalists at LC. Monday 
evening, Sept. '.!5. Their program of musii: for cello and piano, 
~chcduled at 8:15 p.m. in Walter Fo_rd Hall. is open to the public 
wnhout charge. 
n1cy will perform the Sonata in q- Major by Bach. Sonata in C 
7-.laJor, Opusl02, No. I by Beethoven and Sonata (1915) by Debussy. 
:'llso to be heard are Varitions on a Theme Rococo, Opus 33, by 
Tchaikovsky and Pampeana No. 2, a rhapsody by Ginastera. 
Mandatory Meeting 
There will be a meeting of all niajors in the Division of Business 
Administration on Monday Sept. 25, at 6:30 p.m., T 102. 
Attendance is mandatory. 
Recital Series 
,\!most any Friday afternoon at I o'clock , one may enjoy an hour of 
;nusic by student performers at Walter Ford Hall. This year's student 
recital series, arranged by Prof. David Berman, opens tomorrow 
( Scpl. 22) with a program of instrumental music in the auditorium. 
Clarinetist Robert Dalpiaz and cellists Nancy Lally and Barba~a 
Wood will play works by Bach, Debussy, and Boellmann. The pub he 
1~ invited to attend. 
Casino Night Rush 
The Brothers of Pi Lambda Chi cordially invite all Ithaca College 
men to their annual Casino Night. Rush Party. It will take place 
Thursday Sept 21, at 8: 30 p.m. in Terrace 10 A lounge. The Beer is 
free and so are the gaming tables so come up to IO A tonight and 
meet the Brothers. -Chamber Music 
Chamber music will be penormed m a faculty concert at the Ithaca 
College School of Music at 8:15 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 28. 
Candide 
Risley College at Cornell presents Leonard Bernstein's <?andide, Fri. 
and Sat. Sept. 29 and 30 at 8:15 p.m .. For re~e_rvat10ns ~o_nta~t 
Bonnie Nadler, 110 Risley, Cornell preferably in wntmg. Adm1ss1on 1s 
free. Craft's Fair 
A Crafts Fair will be held in the Union Lounge from noon to 5 p.m. 
on Sept. 30. Anyone interested in displaying their crafts. candles, 
needlework etc., should sign up in the Union office by 5p.m. Sept. 
27. 
Going Once •• Twice ••. Three Times ..... 
Leftover prizes from the Freshman Orientation Carnival will be 
auctioned off at a Grab Bag Auction on Wednesday, Sept. 27 at 9: 30 
p.m. in the East Terrac~ Dining }fall. Prizes in~lude gasoline, ski 
passes, free dinners; all donated by 'downtown business. 
The Late Reoort 
For Ithaca's most comprehensive news wrap-up, listen to the 
N~wsfront Late Report each evening at ll:00 p.m. Ithaca's largest 
radio newsteam gathers local and campus news and c rrespondents 
from the ABC Radio Network report on world and national events 
of the day. When your day comes to a close, find out how the rest of 
I tht: world made out. 
IC Football on FM 
Ithaca College football kicks off its first home game on WICB-FM at 
2:00 p.m. this Saturday. The varsity team hosts West Chester and 
the WICB sportsteam will be broadcasting live f~om South Hill Field. 
24 Hours a Day on AM 
Each day when WICB-AM is not broadcasting its album rock, MUSIC 
61 re-broadcasts WHFM in Rochester which programs similar music. 
During the day and early in the morning, there is still music playing 
over 61 on the AM dial. 
ART CRITIQUE 
DILLINGHAM EXHIBITION 
By Pinky Ohanian 
j Many students in the Ithaca 
I area become too involved with 
daily living and do not give the 
outdoors a chance to be admired. 
A student from Cornell has 
· returned to the Ithaca area with a 
watercolor exhibition now being 
shown through October 24 at The 
Upstairs Gallery, 307 North Tioga 
St. Her exhibition includes many 
landscapes and memorable scenes 
from the area. Dorothy Hoyt 
Dillingham is married to Ithaca 
College President Emeritus 
Howard Dillingham and her work 
has been seen throughout the 
United States and abroad. Her 
Cooking 
Banct ) 
Mue~ 
:I'eat Blues & Ragtime Guitar 
AT 8:00 P.M. 
ll's 
.OR. HALL 
llll) 
watercolors are extremely 
exuberant and show feeling and 
rhythm · through' use of line and 
·color. Some of her most striking 
land-· scapes are ones that involve 
Cayuga Lake. One ent~tled .. The 
Dock Next Door" shows strone: 
feeling and use of pure color. In 
her "Fall Creek" one feels the -
water flowing and her use of 
color and non-color emphasize the 
falling water. She has captured the 
beauty that is surrounding us. If 
you would like to experience the 
world around you, try stopping by 
and letting a little beauty into 
y.our life. 
Meadow Court. 
Shell; 
317 N. Meadow St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
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• FACULTY 
RECITAL 
SUCCEEDS 
By Stephen Walker 
The first faculty r<-"l'ital of th,• y,·;1r was g1wn in Ford llall 
on Tuesday night. Mr. Schmidt ;1nd Mrs. (\1wrt perform<-"d 
"Three Pie,·t."s for ('larinel Un.1,·compan1l'd." by Stravinsky. 
and thrt."e sonatas for darinl'l and ptJno. hy llrmkm1th. 
Bernstt."in. and Etk•r. Thl' playing was morl' than l'njoyahk. 
and the four pieCl'S warml'd our l'ars in vanous ways. 
The un:1,·cornpantl'd Stravinsky solo h,·gan ,·urwusly 
Gregorian, soon nwllt."d into this n·ntury. Th,· ml'l"l' fact that 
any pit."i:t." ·is an una,·,·l1111pallll'd solo d,·mands a gr,·at,·r 
lyrii:ism of composer anti pl·rformer hl'C;tUSl' of tis 
concentrat1011 on pure melody. Stravinsky surprisl'd 111,· 111 
this aspcd. The hallmark of his gl•nius is alwaysninstlkr,·d 
his prt."ponderancc with rhythm. Yl'I lhl'~l' thn'l" ptl'l'•'~ 
seemed lo plu.-k noll's out of th,· air. alrl'ady assim1Iall'll 
mto a whok·. before they Wl'Tl' sounlkd. Tlwr,· was sl ill I hl' 
Stravinsky rhythm and humor. hut llwy a,·,·l'llll'd a lyn,·1s111 
whi.-h often goes unnoticed. 
The llindemith sonata pr,•s,·nt,·d llllll'l' of a prohk111 ol 
definition . It took me a wh1k lo a.-quir,· .1 good all 11 lllk fo1 
listening. The i:onlrasl b,•tw,'l'n a light pastoral frdmi: and a 
quasi-serious mood l·asl douhts·as lo a conl1111111y. I kll silly 
for having been scnous wh,·n thl' mood d1ang,·tl lo hr,·v11y. 
but I folt equally out of stl'P wlwn ;1 n,·wly won !!Till on my _ 
face was forced to frown. 1 agr,·c whok hl·arll'dly w11 h I hat 
school of lhought wlud1 comkmns n111s1c lhal 111al,.l·~ lhl· 
listener comfortable. mustl' lhal 1,·nds toward 11111,ak. hut 
lhis is a case of hcing loll.I. '"R,·ml'lllhl'r ;ill 1 hosl' na~I y 
remarks I made'! Well, I hopl.' you did ·1 I ake m,· ~l·riou~ly." 
Nevertheless, the piece ended with a very punl"l1wl 1trin. and 
the audieni:e, myself induded. was hound lo clap. 
The sonala by Bernstein, on the olh,•r hand. look l111Ie 
time defining an atr of grazioso. i\n inherenl flair for 
movemenl was obvious, and it is this feeling which lakes th,· 
silly little music reviewer out of his diair and 0111 onlo I he 
dance tloor, leaving his pen and pad for lll·hind. lkrnslem 
has come to be a popular suhjed for arguments on 11111s1c.:;il 
eclecticism (whalever that isl. llowever, in a pren· or s111alle1 
dimensions, he seems to di; fine al gal hering my vaned 
interests. I don't feel oul of plac.:e as I did wilh l1111lkm1lh. 
At least 1 know what I am clapping for wlwn lhl· plel·e I~ 
over. 
The Eller sonata's major stresses were 111 the nalurc ol 
dynamic contrasls. Contrast, never in an immediate ra~hion. 
but oscillating gradually from single kernels lo galhermgs of 
sound. There was an air of spaciousne~s lhal pervaded the 
hall. Silence was spread as an integral part of lhe music.:. 
There are two directions lhat this Twenlielh Century air or 
misterioso can take. It either su1,;1;eeds, or ,imply falls flat on 
its face in blandness. II succeeded. 
Music By Bill Henk 
Ario Guthrie has had a rough go 
of it. Being the son l. of possibly 
the greatest folksinger and 
taleteller of our country's history. 
Woody Guthrie, has in many ways 
been more of a hinderence than a 
help. There isn't a folksinger 
a round today that hasn't been 
influenced by Woody in one way 
or another and following in the 
footsteps of such a famous father 
is not easy. 
Arlos' now famous rap-song 
"Alice's Restaurant" brought him 
fame, a movie, and a reputation as 
a great storyteller and a bit of a 
comedian. His "Ario" Ip furthered 
both of these with its inclusion of 
"The Pause of MR. Claus" and 
"The Motorcycle Song". But Ario 
wasn't looking to be known as a 
great comedian or even as ,iJ great 
storyteller. He just wanted to be 
known as a real live folk singer 
plain and simple. The "Running 
Down the Road" Ip was a starter. 
.. Com in· Into Los Angles" and the 
ri:st were a change of direction for 
i\rlo ... lloho's Lullaby" is the 
culminatmn. The result's are in. 
i\rlo (;uthrie 1s a folk singer. 
Of ;1II the songs on "Hobo's 
I ullahy". only two are written by 
i\rlo himself. The outside material, 
· howevl·r. is well-chosen and 
exc.:eptional throughout as are the 
music, the arrangements, and 
Ario's distinc.:live vocal tones. 
Skw (;oodman's c.:atchy "City of 
N,·w Orleans.. is giwn ils best 
11l',1t11wn1 yl"I. Two lloyl i\xton 
songs that l";tsily come up to his 
lll'l'Viou~ slanda1ds (Never Been To 
Sp;iin. Joy to lhl' World, The 
l'ushl·r. Snowblind Friends) are 
indmled here: "Somebody Turned 
on th,• Light" and "Lightning Bar 
Blm•s". "1.UB" 1s a song that's 
gaurnnlced to hring joy whenever 
and wherever you hear ii: "I don't 
need no diamond ring/I don't need 
no Cadillac car/Just want to drink 
my ripple wine/l>own in the 
1.ightnin' Bar/l>own in the 
l.ightnin' lfar." 
The title c.:ul has become the 
traditional standard hobo's song. 
It was written hy Goebel Reeves 
and was supposed lo have been 
one of Woody (;ulhL·11e~ ldvorite 
songs. i\rlo agam ho11ows l10m his 
father as he doc~ a version of 
Woody'~ "l'>D Ma~~acre .. 
i\11 told, this alhurn 1~ t,y tar the 
hcst i\rlo has done to dale II is by 
all standards a lruly f111e unified 
L'fforl and one that dt."serves to be 
heard. 
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138 E. STATE ST. , ITHACA· 
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S.11 -i .1.111 - -1 311 i' · 
This week: 
PentJngle - Solomon's Seal - Reprise 
Bonnie Raitt - Give It Up - Warner Hros. 
Mickey Hart Rolling Thunder -Warner Bro·s. 
Black Sabbath - Vol. 4 Warner Bros. 
Ed Sanders - Beer Cans on the Moon-Warner Bros. 
Out soon: 
Jethro Tull- Living in th<' Past - Reprise 
Jimi Hendrix - Jade Warrior( ? ) - Repnse 
J. Geils Band- "Live" Full House - Atlantic 
Yes - Close To The J:dge - Atlantic 
John Pnne - Diamonds m the Rough- Atlantic 
George Carlin - Class Clown -Little David 
Batdorf & Rodney - Asylum 
Linda Ronstadt - Asylum 
Joni Mitchell - Asylum 
The Original Byrds - Asylum 
Arthur Garfunkel - Columbia 
• • • movie review 
By Cathy Lynch 
If you went to see "Freud" Tuesday or Wednesday night 
expecting to see pornographic, perverted psychological 
perplexities (the film was billed as Freud - An Intimate Look 
at the Sexual Nature of Man around the campus) you were 
undoubtedly disappointed. If you went because your 
psychology teacher recommended you do so, consider 
yourself lucky. If. you went out of your own curiosity, 
consider yourself lucky. And if you did not go, consider 
yourself lucky, too, because obviously you knew you 
wouldn't like it. It is. certainly not· one of your basic 
sit-down-with-a-box-0f-popcorn-and-enjoy movies. It is, 
however, a very interesting movie and a commendable 
production from all aspects. 
Montgomery Clift, despite his tendency to makt: all his 
roles alike, did a brilliant job as Sigmund Freud. Along with 
Eric Portman, who displayed great prowess at 
characterization and Susannah York as the young patient 
whom Freud progresses _so Jar with using his new 
psychoanalytic technique, the team of principal roles 1s an 
unmatched one. 
The sound was abominable and 1t was most annoying 
that so many things were missed because of its poor quality. 
The movie starts off extremely slow-paced and coupled with 
auditory obstacles, it was easy to lose 111terest at the 
beginnmg. Following one absolutely magnificent scene, an 
electronic sequence, between Clift and David McCallum, 
however, things pick up. The tension created dispelled any 
audience restlessness which ..:ould be noted 111 the previous 
stiff and rather technical scenes. 
"Freud - The Secret Passion" (the film's correct title) b 
filmed in black and white. It's impact would probably 
decrease considerably if it was in color because of its 
constant, unobtrusive use of shadows (as in the dark, 
shadowy recesses of our minds?). The heavy, closed-m 
settings seem to increase the ponderous problem on Freud's 
mind and the artistic direction on the part of John Huston is 
notable. 
As a technical work "Freud" is a skillful 
accomplishment; as -a symbolistic piece it is, of course, 
unique, and as a vehicle of a very special type of 
entertainment, 1t 1s the absorbing drama of a man striving to 
unravel the mysteries of the mind. 
4 ,J '" I • i tl I I 
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BIT·E! 
They don't really ••• but some of 
the tropical plants iust arrived 
at Bools look as if they might. 
.Come quickly - the oxygen is 
building upl. 
BOO L'S Flower Shop 
downtown - 209 N. Aurora 
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ONCE, A KNIGHT PREPARETH 
TO WASTE A DRAGON, 
AND THEN WORKETH ON 
HIS FIRST COMPLIMENT 
FOR MANY HOURS ... 
WHEN HIS HAND WAS STAYED 
BY A PROPOSITION ••• 
BEFORE GOING OFF TO 
COURT TO WIN THE HEART 
OF THE KING'S DAUGHTER ... 
THAT PROMISE.TH WARM 
COMPANIONSHIP THROUGH 
THE COURTLY GRACES ... 
ENTRANCED BECAME THE 
!<NIGHT, AND HE PURCHASETH 
THE KIT FOR THE. TWO 
6- PACKS OF SCHAEFER 
BEERE HE CARRIED ... 
~~~~~ ~  ' .  ,' .. ·
Marantz 
EPI 
Advent 
Sony /Superscope 
Lafayette 
LWE 
Revox 
Schaefer Breweries, New York and Albany, N.Y., Baltimore, Md., Lehigh Valley, Pa . 
. 
mus1epower 
from 
The Music Machine 
Home of the Wall of Sound 
·The Widest Selection of Stereo Equipment in Central New York State 
The Main Store: Just off Route 13 next to the Boxcar. Phone 2i3-8777 
Collegetown Store: 215 Dryden Road 
Cortland Store: Main Street 
<~arrant 
Du:11 
l'hill111, 
..;an,u1 
I 111 inii \ 
. , 
, .. 
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9/25 • 10/1 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday Brunch 
Breakfast 
Poached Eggs 
Bacon 
Cold Cereals 
Waffles 
Cream of Rice Cereal 
Fried Eggs 
Hard Bolled Eggs 
Pecan Pancakes 
Hash Browns 
Cream of Wheat 
Sausage Patties 
Eoufs-Chatlllon 
Briochs-Danlsh 
Poached Eggs 
Peach Pancakes 
Farina 
Rochers of Bacon 
Eggs country Style 
Hard Bolled Eggs 
Lyonalse Pot 
Biscuits / Cr. Beef 
Oatmeal 
Ham 
Eggs Berey 
Scrambled Eggs 
Strawberry Pancakes 
Malt o Meal 
Sausage Links 
Plain Omelette 
Poached Eggs 
Buckwheat d':!kes 
Cr. Wheat 
Lunch Meat 
Corn O'Brlan 
Poached Eggs 
Corn Beef Hash 
Lox-Cheese Garnish 
Bagels 
------------- ,-· ------·--
-, 
Lunch 
Prosperity Sandwich 
Cold Plate 
Fresh Fruit 
Sauerbraten· 
Potato Pancakes 
Sweet & Sour Red Cabbage 
Cream Style Corn 
Beef Barley 
Agnes Sorrel 
MGRS. SPECIAL 
for each units 
Special Ideas 
BBQ Pork Sandwich 
Poached Eggs Florentino · 
Scalloped Potato / Ham 
Stewed Tomatoes 
Buttered Asparagus 
Tomato Bouillon 
Veloute Caroline 
Beef ala Deutch 
Cheese Dogs 
Asst. Cold Cuts 
Whipped Potatoes 
Buttered Green Beans 
Chicken 
Consomme Normandy 
Veloute Chantilly 
Grilled cheese Sandwich 
Fish Fllets D. Fried 
Stuffed Groen Peppers 
F. F. Pot 
Lima Beans 
Boston Chowder 
Minestrone 
Shrimp Creole/ Rice 
Roasi: Beef Sandwich, Hot 
Fruit Salad Plate 
Gr. Beans Almondine 
Dinner 
Chicken ala _King 
Br. Veal Steak 
Buttered Corn 
Whipped Potatoes 
Mixed Vegs 
Buttermilk Pancakes 
Noodles Romanoff 
Beef Stroganoff 
Salad ala Russe 
... 
Shls Kebab (lamb) 
Buttered Char. 6r Greens 
Rice/ Mushrooms 
MGRS' SPECIAL 
Bolled Butts/ Sauerkraut 
Rqasted Game Hens 
Veal Steak . 
Bolled Potatoes 
Carrots Vichy 
Buttered Peas 
Egg Mouletes / Anglalse 
Macaroni/ Tom. Sauce 
swiss Steak 
Whipped Potatoes 
Cr. Corn 
Green Beans 
Prime Rib 
Chicken - Hunter Style 
Ham Steak 
Sweet Potatoes 
Broccll, Squash 
Mixed Vegs. 
French Waffles 
Hunters Casserole 
Pork Chops 
Cream Diced Chicken/ Biscuits 
Hot Spiced Apples 
Gr. Beans & Pecans 
Mixed Vegs. 
------------------------------------------..-
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
VEGETARIAN MENU 9 / 25 • 10 / 1 
Lunch 
Soub1se (Indian Rice) 
Hungarian Noodles & Peas 
Vegetable 
Noodles Croolla 
Kasha 
Vegetable 
Baked Macaroni & Peas 
Vegetable 
Soup 
Sweet & Sour Cabbage 
Barley 
Vegetable 
Glory Rice 
Noodle - Vegetable Casserole 
Vegetable 
Chef's Choice 
Dinner 
Rice - Spinach Casserole 
Barley Pilaf 
Vegetable 
Ch 1c Pea Casserole 
Brown Rice 
Vegetable 
Barley Lentil Stew 
Cottage Cheese Rice Cakes 
Vegetable 
Vegetarian Omelettes 
Brown Rice 
Vegetable 
Spinach - Rice Pancakes 
Potato Pancakes 
Vegetables 
Mexican Kidneybean Salad 
Potatoes 
Vegetables 
Noodle Casserole 
Brown Rice with Apples & Ra1s1ns 
Vegetable 
All meals served with yogurt, a grain supplement ( granola, roasted soy beans, etc.) and an 
assorted cheese tray, fresh fruit tray, or marinated garden salad. 
FRANKLY SPEAKING byPhilFtank 
I 
J 
'IN HONOR CF lliE CHINESE 
YEAR OF -rnE RAT ..... ' 
CORNELL 
CONCERT 
COMMISSION 
PRESENTS 
ELTONJOHN1 
Tuesday Sept. 26 8:30 
BARTON HALL 
tickets: $5.00 
on sale ai 
egbert union 
......... . : .. _· . .::..-·.a:..::-1 ~' ...... • ... ,_ ·' :!- 1•!"!.' :,''" :;. •• ,,-
FREE CLASSIFIEDS 
For Sale: Polorold Colorpac Camera I need a ride to Syracuse any weekend, 
with flash attachments; close-up lens leaving Thursday or Friday and returning 
and ca1nera bag. - Originally $150 new.on sunday_-or one way only If you can't 
Now asking $55. Please call George do It bOth ways. I'll gladly help pay$$. 
X3747. 
For Sale: 1966 Ford Custom--6 cylinder 
door,.7 wheels & tires (4 new)-standard 
new battery-.good condition. Must have 
200. Call Bart at X3660. 
For Sale: 4 Cevrolet Cramer Mags. 
2 one deep dished. 
Call Jessie at X652. Thanks so much. 
Lost dog: In Collegetown area. Small 
brown dog. No collar. Answers to name 
Ahsup. Please call Ivan at 257-2676. 
Call 387·9345. P.S. We also have free 
puppies to bive away. 
Ithaca Citizens for McGovern. Base-
ment W. Tower. Monday Activities 
commence. Vote Registration·· 
7:30 Executives; 8:00 Monday. 
Lost: Blue ladies medium phys. ed 
jacket. Please call Allison X3749 or 
273-9895. 
Dear Dodee, 
Happy Birthday to You, 
Happy Birthday to you. Happy 
Birthday Dear Dodee! Happy Birth· 
day to YOU! 
Love, 
Mom & The Kids 
Help!! Babee Bee Rag has been kid-
napped. Will the kidnappers please 
contact Nancy Maloy Terr.2 Rm 102 
in reference to a ransom. The fam-
ily is tearing their red hair out. 
Thank you. Rag & Co. 
I 
For sale: 1967 Opel Kadet. Sport 
Model: larger engine, sport shift, 
front disc brakes, fast back. New: 
brakes, starter, rear tires, snow 
tires Included.Front and rear speak· 
en for stereo. Asking $700. Call 
Mike Rm. 1104, x3660 
Ashkanazzi: remember that those who 
love are never .alone! I'll be up there 
sooner then soon. 
Nanuk 
For Sale: Goya Classic Guitar for 
sale. Best offer. Call Julle X35D5, 
Ride Wanted to University of Stony 
Brook on Friday Sept. 22 for two. 
Will share a 11 expenses. Call Dana 
or Robin X532. 
Country Cooking-soon to be in 
Rolling Stone Magazine is playing 
this Sat. nlte at Cornell's Annabel 
Taylor's Audo 
Taylor's Audltorium(near Straight). 
Also featured Is Roundup and 
Blue Goose Artist John MIiier who 
Is a hell of a ragtime & blues 
guitar player. Only $1.25.Be there! 
For sale: Photo equlpment-buy,sell 
trade, rent and repair, Ithaca Photo 
110 W. Green Free Parking 
Help With Mat~ 
By Chip Poole 
There arc those of us to which 
math docs not come easy and 
because of our unanalytic minds 
or our la ck of a deq uatc 
preparation we· are continually 
mystified by that strange 
numerical language. For those 
people who are in Math courses 
but would perhaps be happier 
;,ushing beads on an abacus the 
Math Department has instituted a 
series of help sessions during the 
week and dubbed it the "Eternal 
Light Room.'' 
Math students who wish to 
get help with specific problems 
can go to room F 103 on Tuesday 
and Thursday nights from 7:00 to 
9:00 p.m. A math professor and 
several math majors will be on hand 
to give individuals personal help. 
Connie Elson, the 
coordinator of the project, 
explained that the concept of the 
Eternal Light Room came from 
Cornell, where a similar room 
operates with much longer hours 
most nights of the week. So far 
student response to the room at 
Ithaca College has been small but 
it is expected to pick up when· 
teachers begin to give exams. 
It is hoped that the Eternal 
Light Room will help students 
pin point their weaknesses in a 
particular area so that instructors 
can give the student individual 
extra help. The tutors of course, 
will not do your homework for 
you, but will try to help you 
understand the concepts behing 
the problems. 
· No longer will Ithaca College 
students flounder in the dark 
abyss of plu~es and minuses, the 
Eternal Light of Mathematics 
shines bright in FI03. 
< --\t1blrs "'" 
,A._~ 1159 DRYDEN RD. ~ 
.,..-~ 3 MILE0FROMT~ECORNELL CAMPUS " 
• SP! RITED BLUE RIBBON 
P07'"ABLE..S • SllNDWICI-IES 
Jea:hu:;u1f .. fde_tf .Yindl.te, 
. serl/ed 1.v1f/; a er/JP 
q,ree17 salad ood llof 
breads. Ontv'B.35 
Bloodv/Jforys 4LWAYJ' 60¢ 
.Miller, Mo/sol} Ille,_ PorttJron 7op 
Liw folk entertainment \\'edne~day rhru Saturday .. 
- : • •• : .' I ' ·~ • .,_ ; • .. ..-"; • .. : 
Student 
Interns 
By Andra Youngberg 
I 
The Division of Business 
Administration is involved in what 
has been termed an '.'exciting" 
program by Niel Massa, ·,Associate 
Professor in the Division. It 1s an 
internship program which enables 
accounting and busines majors to 
receive first hand information on 
how selected businesses operate. 
This innovation is designed to add 
a new dimension to classroom 
business education. 
Accountmg majors will begin 
a six week internship in one of 
eight public accounting firms in 
either January or February. A 
major concern of the department. 
is the problem of scheduling each 
student's full time internship, 
w1tnout jeopardizing their 
electives outside of the division. 
Students may encounter some 
unpleasant scenes, since income 
tax audits are among their many 
duties. 
Business majors may avoid a 
similar problem, 's'incc local 
merchants are trying to plan their 
du ties around their curriculum. 
Ithaca College also plans to 
employ several students. The 
advertising program in the Union 
and participation in a credit union 
for College employees are among 
its ideas. Ci ty government also 
plans to take part in this endeavor. 
The city comptroller has voiced 
encouragement to the plan that 
permits students to work in City 
Hall 
Unfortunately, seniors will be 
the only ones involved in the 
program this year. Since the 
program is extremely ·specialized, 
participants will work in 
departments of their choice. 
Among the proposed options are 
personnel and marketing. 
The goal of this project is for 
students to understand procedures 
in the real world. They hope to 
---
business while really 
get away from the 
pnoto by Jon Field 
For My Brother 
Bruce was a child. 
Enchanted. he would sit 
in his red wood rocking chair 
(though he was too big) 
and sew. for hours. 
Shreds of cloth grew mto animals 
stuffed with fur. 
And with the smell of spring 
Bruce sewed himself to !us d0ils 
and died. 
Alan Sternberg 
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Possword 
Cruzz/e 
By EDWARD JULIUS 
ACROSS 
1, Narrow Waterway 
?, Mongolian Tribe 
12, Harem 
14, Peaceful 
16, Short Saying 
l?, Surroundings 
18. Depression 
19, Chopped Down 
21, Against (abbr,) 
22, Looks At 
23. Greek Giant 
24. Constrictors 
26, Soviet Division 
2?, _ Plan {1924) 
28. European Capital 
29, Indian Seaport 
30, Fuse Together Again 
31. Three-legted Stand 
33. Geometric Angle 
34. Race Horse Type 
35, Vegetable 
)6, Fairies 
)7, Understand 
38, Check 
41, Prevaricates 
42, Recipient of Money 
43, Huntz 
44, German Pronoun 
45, Landed Estate 
46, ·Mr, Christian• 
47, Causing Vomiting 
50, Lending at High Rates 
52, Strause Opera 
53, Legislators 
54, French City 
55, Death 
DOWN 
-r:-British-Indian Soldiers 
2, Legal Term 
3, Prices 
4, Turkish Title, Var, 5, __ de France 
6, Cheapskate 
7, Famous Square 
8, Dry 
9, __ Aviv 
10, Black Cuckoo 
11, English Abbey 
.1:Z: Bank !terns 
lJ, lireakfast Dish 
15, Swore (slang) 
20, Existed 
23, Brother of Moses 
24, Cries 
25, Pointed Arch 
27, Cheats 
28, Weighty 
29, Aspects 
JO. "Canterbury" Storyteller 
31. Charm 
32, Split 
33, Turned Backward 
34, Fights 
35, Southern Streams 
37. _ Jacinto 
'.)8. Prohibitions 
39, Entice 
40, l'lish Well to 
42. Steps 
4J, West Indies Country 
45. Imitate 
46. Unit of Weight 
48, Biblical Priest 
49, Fielding Character 
51, French Number 
.. 
.,, 
l. 
- - -- -·---· ···-·--- -, .. , , .. 
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J.C. Athletes a Of The Week 
Senior fullback Mike Welch of 
Can~ville, N.Y. and sophomores 
defensive end George T ortolon of 
Dundee, N.Y. have been selected 
as the- lth:i.;;a College Athletes of 
the Week. 
Welch gamed 59 yards in 14 
carries for Ithaca, and did an 
out standing job of blocking, 
according to head coach Jim 
Butterfield. Tortolon recovered 
one fumble, sacked the 
quarterback for losses on two 
occasion\, and played an overall 
outstanding game. 
Welch is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
John Welch l)f.22 Clay Street in 
Dansville, and is a 1969 graduate of 
Dansville High School where he 
played h1~ football under Tom 
Vogt and Pat O'Neill. He is 
majoring in Physical Education at 
Ithaca. 
Tortolon, a Sociology· major at 
I.C., is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Anthony Tortolon of R.D. 3 in 
Dundee, and is a 1971 graduate of 
Dundee High School. He played 
his football under.John Ballard. 
Soccer Team Triumphs 
By Peter Korn a key forward on this year's young 
The Ithaca College soccer team team. This duo will become 
kicked off their 1972 season familiar to new Ithaca soccer fans. 
yeaterday with a 2-1 victory over Abby, a native of Kuwait, led the 
Cortland College. ICAC in scoring last year with six 
In launching a new season goals and five assists for eleven 
which will hopefully culminate in points. Bob"Byshowed his scoring 
their first ICAC championship; the ability by tallying eight points in 
home team booters dispfayed a four games. 
rather sloppy first half Coach Forbes Keith and 
performance. Outplayed in the Assistant Coach Steve Klingman 
first 30 minutes, Ithaca responded both believe that the IC eleven will 
by turning a 1-0 halftime deficit have to play much more 
into a convincing 2-1 win, aggressively if they are to generate 
permitting only a single shot on a serious challenge to perennial 
goal during that period. conference champs RPI. They 
The Bombers attack was led anticipate a more consistent 
by Abby AI-Muhailani, an ICAC showing against a scrappy Hobart 
All-Star last year, and Bobby Kelli, squad this Saturday at home. 
iLINilidlUUlidiWhiMIMBiiBDWdllllllllHIIIDIIIDIIIUQ IMQIMIIUPIIRII - . 
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Te.atnC·aptains Ele~ted ·to 
Soccer, Cross Country Squad_s_ 
Senior halfback 
Bob Knickerbocker of Cincinnatus, 
N.Y. and senior fullback Joe 
Roach of Chester, N. Y. have been 
elected Co-captains of the 1972 
Ithaca College varsity soccer team. 
Knickerbocker has been a 
member of the varsity team since 
his freshman year, and has been a 
starter in each of the past two 
seasons. 
Roach was named as the Most 
Valuable Player of the 1969 Ithaca 
freshman team and ranked second 
in scoring with 15 points. He has 
been a starter, as a sophomore and 
junior, both at forward and 
-halfback, and was moved to 
fullback this fall where he is 
scheduled to start. 
"Bob and Joe have been loyal 
members of the soccer team for 
four years," head coach Forbes 
Keith remarked. "They were 
excellent choices to lead the team, 
since they have always dedicated 
themselves to team success, rather 
1than_ personal glory." 
Knickerbocker is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Robert Knickerbocker, 
Sr. of 6 Taylor Avenue in 
Cincinnatus, and is a 1969 graduate 
of Cincinnatus High School, where 
he played his soccer~. under Bob 
Springer. · · 
Roach is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Joseph Roach of Academy 
Avenue in Chester. and is a 1969 
graduate of Chester High School. 
where he played his soccer under 
Verdelle Payne. 
Both are majoring in Physical 
Education at Ithaca. 
Senior Ron Redfield-Lyon of 
Ithaca, N. Y ., and junior Mike Post 
of Norwalk, Conn., have been 
elected co-captains of the 1972 
Ithaca College varsity cross 
country team. 
Redfield-Lyon has won three 
letters for Ithaca, ranking as the 
top scorer in all three seasons. He 
holds three Ithaca records, and has 
an excellent chance to set a career 
mark for wins in a season. 
Post joined the team last year 
and ran in the number one and 
two positions all season long. He 
was Ithaca's top finisher in both 
the Independent College Athletic 
Conference and Upstate New York 
Meets and was named by his 
teammates a's Ithaca's Most 
Valuable Performer for the 1971 
campaign. 
1969 graduate of Ithaca High 
School. where he worked under 
coach Harold Porter. 
Post is majoring in sociology at 
Ithaca. He is the son of Rev. L A. 
. Harper and Mrs. Harper of 93 
Richards Avenue in Norwalk, and 
is a 1970 graduate of Brien 
McMahon High School. 
MIAA News 
co11ti11ued from page /6 
Mini-Soccer · 
In its first fall, the 
mini-soccer league attracted 39 
participants, forming 4 teams. 
Hopefully, this encouraging start 
will lead to more student interest 
in the future. 
Team 
Fleetwood 5 
Cockroaches 
Lancers 
Red Hot Rats 
Capt. 
Don Lentz 
John Fabian 
Dave Schwartz 
Jeff Wright 
A general studies major at 
Ithaca, Redfield-Lyon is the son of 
Mrs. Ruth Redfield-Lyon of 507 -
N. Aurora Street in Ithaca. He is a 
m:::1m1m111w::nuum:mrum::mmumnm:umom:11111:nma;;gq::aaa1NWH11U1 
THE CARNIVAL RETURNS 
At The Ne,w 
Academy Beauty Salon 
Altman & Green 
American Gas Station 
A&W Root Beer 
Bike Rack 
Book Sale Gallery 
Brooks Pharmacy 
Browning-King 
Carmen's 
Cayuga Barber Shop 
Charjan's 
Cheetah Graphics 
Chef Italia 
Chopsticks 
Clinton Parm acy 
Cloud Dragon 
College Spa 
Country-wide Theatres 
Co-op 
Derby Restaurant 
Dickinson's 
Egbert Union 
Elba"s 
Esso( Porter's) 
Evans 
Fanny Farmer 
Firelight 
The 
TERRACE SNACK BAR 
On Wednesday 
Sept.271 at 9=30 P.M. 
for a grab~bag auction 
following 
Fletcher's Ory Cleaners 
Fontana's Shoe repair 
Freemans 
Gulliver's World of Travel 
Goodyear 
Greenwich VIiiage Boutique 
The Guitar workshop, Inc. 
Gulf Gas Stations 
Gus's Grocery 
H&H Liquors 
Hal's 
Hardees 
Harold's 
Head's Camera Shop 
High Speed Laundry 
Ichabod 
Iron Shop 
Irv Lewis Inc. 
Ithaca Bike& H oi>by 
Ithaca Bowl 
Ithaca Sporting Goods 
Joe'sRestaurant 
Marque Ill 
Kryle's Barber Shop 
' Lutton's 
Mack's Drugs 
Mamie Lee's Beauty Salon 
merchants 
Marracesh 
Martin's 
have 
Mayer's Smoke Shop 
McNells 
McPherson's Ski Shop 
Midtown Records 
Mini Dell 
M obll (2 stations) 
Montgomery-Ward 
Newberry•s 
Pack&Bag 
J.C. Penney 
Pine Tavern 
Reynold's 
Rothschild's 
. Sam Gould's Collegetown Store 
Schoo1ey'1 Inc. 
Schmaus Men's Store 
Shulman's 
Slotteo's 
Smith's Hardware 
Sturm Brothers 
Student A9encies Laundromat 
The Station 
Summer Meadow Herb Shop 
Super Duper 
Swlu Colony 
• donated prizes: 
Tastee Freeze 
Texaco 
The Pub 
The Room 
Thom McAnn 
Tower Fa_culty Club 
Trackslde Mlnature Gold 
Triangle Book Store 
Trlphammer Liquor l_nc. 
U nliierslty Barber Shop 
Van's 
victory Liquor 
Webster's Laundry 
Wlssen's Fabrics 
F.W. Woolworth 
Turbach's 
L'Auberge 
The Livery 
lntermont 
Greek Peak 
Chapter House 
Fall Creek House 
Someplace Else 
The Lltehouse 
The North Forty 
·The Haunt 
-· ., ....... . 
.. ,: .... , .. _ 
------
--------
PRO BASEBALL REPORT: 
NL Settled, AL Undecided 
By Mike Digaetano-------------------------------------
Since the separation of each of 
the ·two baseball leagues into two 
divisi?ns of six teams apiece in 
1969, there hasn't been a real 
h o n e s t - t. o ._g o o d n es s 
bat t I e-down-to-the-wire pennant 
race in the American League. The 
National League on the.other hand 
was Just the opposite. Usually, the 
teams were close, and even in the 
last week of play, every game was 
important to the final standings. 
The San Francisco Giants had to 
win their last game of ,the 1971 
season, because losing the game 
wGuld have given the Dodgers t·he 
pennant instead. 
This season though, is a totally 
different story. While there are 
two runaways in the National 
League, the American League has 
two tight races, especially in the 
East where in one days play, a 
team· could jump from fourth to 
first. More about this later, but 
first the National 'League. The 
Pittsburgh Pirates, last years World 
Series Winners have built up an 
1 I½ game lead over the Chicago 
Cubs and a 15 ½ game lead over 
the injury plagued Mets who 
looked like World Series material 
this year with the acquisition of 
Rusty Staub, Jim Fregosi and 
Willie Mays. 
slight chance to overtake the 
Cincinnatti Reds who have a seven 
and one half game lead as of 
Monday, September 18. The Reds 
in 1970 were in the Series but in 
1971 they lost Bob Tolan when he 
tore his Achilles tendon twice, and 
their big hitters weren't hitting all 
season. But it's different now. 
Tolan is back, Johnny Bench and 
Tony Perez are killing the ball and 
the aquisition of Joe Morgan gave 
the team speed, hitting and 
defense at second base. The Reds 
and Pirates will be battling for the 
pennant in October. 
The American League is where 
the excitement is this year. In the 
West, the Chicago White Sox, who 
two years ago lost over 100 games 
have been exchanging first and 
second with the Oakland A's all 
season. Because of a recent slump, 
they are five games out as of 
September 18. The difference is 
new manager Chuck Tanner and 
National League outcast Richie 
(Dick) Allen. He is at this moment 
leading the American League in 2 
of 3 triple crown 
categories-homeruns and RBI's 
and is 2nd in batting. 
The most exciting race however 
is in the American League East. 
Instead of the Baltimore Orioles 
winning 1 00 games and the 
division by May IO as they have 
done the last three years, there is a 
race; boy is there a race. There are 
four teams now in contention; 
Baltimore, the Boston Red Sox, 
the Detroit Tigers, and the 
surprising, in fact shocking New 
York Yankees. On Wednesday, 
Sept. 6, the fourth place team was 
only ½ game out_ As of Tuesday 
the standings were as follows: 
they had a chance and for good 
reason. In the beginning of the 
season, they were 9 games out and 
well under .500. Their best hitter 
a nfi probably the best m the 
league, Bobby Murcer was hitting 
less .than he weighs and the 
pitching was not getting support, 
offensive or defensive. 
Then it happened. On June 13, a 
29 year old rookie named Celerino 
Sanchez came to the team and 
turned the season around. He 
could hit well, and more 
importantly, he closed a large gap 
aj;_ 3rd base. Soon, everyone 
started hitting. 
Trades have also helped the 
Yankees. In the last two years, the 
Yanks have picked up Johnny 
Callison, Felipe Alou, Bernie 
Allen, Ron Swoboda, and most 
important, Sparky Lyle., without 
whom the Yankees would be last. 
This year, Lyle, as a reliever has 
won eight games, and saved 34 
(tying an A.L. record). He also has 
an ERA well below 2.00 all 
season: One of the best starting 
pitchers this year is Steve Kline 
who has a 16-7 record and a ERA 
around 2.00. 
The whole team p41led together 
and now has the c6nfidence to 
win. In August, they won many 
games in the late innings, including 
a 4 hour, 50 minute, 10 inning 
marathon against Kansas City. 
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Jets Stampede 
Buffalo, 41-24 
The past weekend the Pro 
football season started with two 
t birds of New York State's 
football teams playing each other 
when forgetful Joe Namath and 
the l\ew York Jets met the young 
and newly structured Buffalo Bills 
under ex-Denver head coach Lou 
Saban. The Jets won easily, 41-14. 
The running of Emerson 
Boozer ( who tallied two ground 
touchdowns as well as one via ,1 
Joe Willie pass), coupled with the 
I 25 yards rushing gamed hy 
sophomore John Riggins were the 
keys in the Jet victory. 
The first break of the game 
went to the Jets when cornerback 
Steve Tannen intercepted a Dennis 
Shaw pass on the Jet 33 and 
returned it to the Buffalo 40. A 
few plays later Riggins ran in 16. 
yards for the score. Shortly after 
that Chris Farasopoulos ran back a 
punt, the first Jet punt return for 
a touchdown in 8 years, from the 
35 of the Jets and a 14-0 lead, with 
five seconds gone in the second 
qua·rter. Namath, who passed only 
14 times with five completions for 
113 yards, threw a 12 yard scoring 
pass to Boozer for a 21-0 lead. 
Shortly after that, Buffalo 
scored their first points of the 
season wh_en Dennis Shaw, who 
was intercepted four times, threw 
a ball that someone on his own 
team caught and it turned out to 
be a 38 yard scoring pass to J.D. 
Hill. Those seven points were soon 
equalized when Boozer ran into 
the end zone from the 16 for a 28-7 
lead at half-time. 
Jets placekicker Bob Howfield 
opened the thud period scoring 
with a 35 yard field goal. 0. J, 
Simpson. Bills' running back, 
thr_ew a 2 l yard T.D. pass to Hill 
on the pass-option play to make 
the score 31-14. Boozed ran for his 
third touchdown and How field 
kicked an I I yard post splitter for 
a 41-14 Jet lead late in the fourth 
quarter. 
The Bills made the score 
somewhat respectabk with a 48 
yard field goal by John Leypoldt 
and a 25 yard pass from Shaw to 
Haven Mose~ to end the scoring. 
One thing that hurt the Bills 
very badly was 78 yards in 
penalties with most of those 78 
yards coming as a result of three 
pass interference calls against 
Alvin Wyatt. 
Joe Namath was lucky that the 
offensive line kept him from 
getting sacked all but once because 
both forgetful Joe and the team 
physician forgot the knee braces 
that Namath has been wearing for 
years. The braces were flown to 
Buffalo on a special plane but they 
didn't arrive until the third quarter 
when it was too late to put them 
on. So tape was the only thing 
that held Joe together. B.ut the 
Jets can go all the way if he plays 
because he alone can hold the 
team together. After seeing the 
Jets play most of the last two 
seasons without him, it is obvious 
that he is needed. 
This Sunday, the Jets hope to 
corral the Colts in Baltimore. 
Giants Swallowed by 
Lions ; Still Optimistic 
~-, 
' -
The Mets at one point early in 
the year were 19 games over .500 
and had a 5 game lead over the 
Pirates -but then catastrophe 
struck. At one point in June, their 
entire outfield of Staub, Cleon 
Jones and Tommie Agee were out 
among them 93 games before 
Jones returned, only to be 
reinjured. Agee is still playing hurt 
and Staub started his first game on 
Monday, going 2 for four. Also 
Mays, John Milner, Bud Harrelson 
and Fregosi have been out with 
injuries most of the season. With all 
those bench warmers, the Pirates 
picked up 22 games on the Mets in 
just three months. In the National 
League West, Houston, under new 
manager Leo Duroucher has a 
Detroit 77 64 -
Boston 77 64 ½ 
Baltimore 77 65 I 
New York 75 67 2½ 
Superficially this explains why 
the Yankees are where they are. 
Detroit is where they are because 
of 20 game winner Mickey Lalich, 
Boston, because of reborn Luis 
Tiant, who just had a string of 40 
consecutive scoreless innings 
pitched broken (by Sanchez), and 
probable Rookie of the Year 
catcher Carlton Fisk who hit his 
21st homerun last week. Baltimore 
has sunk due to the trading of 
Frank Robinson to the Dodgers. 
There is no way to predict the 
winner of the AL East. All one can 
say is that the winner deserved to 
win and the three losers didn't 
deserve to lose. 
By Frank Cuc"'----------------------·• 
Baltimore, Detroit and Boston 
were expected to be in the race 
but the Yankees weren't. Even 
diehard Yankee fans didn't think 
Well, it's just about that time of part of the team. It has some 
year again. When there is a chill in outstanding personnel including: 
the air and the leaves start to fall .,pider Lockhart, Willie Williams, 
it's time for another season of Scott Eaton and Pete Athas. If the 
•r--------------------------------------------.1'/ew York Giant football. front fou1 can generate a decent 
Harness Happenings 
By Vernon Vic 4th Race-Meadow Gelardi 
Without a doubt, last week's 5th Race Exacta-Mr. G 
picks resulted in the worst followed by Jack Knife 
longshot handicapping job I have 
done since Larry took over 
Monticello Raceway. This week's 
picks will be like putting money in 
the \)ank_ 
6th Race--Scythe-Looked 
great last week beating Vic out of 
a $209 Exacts 
Last Saturday night, the 7th Race Exacta-C.R. 
eatured sixth rac~ at the Miracle Smoke-Arriva Maggie 
Mi le was· won by Sureshor 
Hanover driven by George Regan. 8th Race-Best Bet-Easter 
Sitting fourth until the half, Regan Bud-Blooming in· the stretch. 
pushed Sureshot two-wide, 
grabbed 'the lead ·at the. 3/4 pole, 9th Race - Exacta--Pirate 
a~-d-opened up a 7:-length··LobeU-Steals-this.one followed 
a_dvant;ig~. Sureshot:Hano.v~r camt: . by ·<:vekii~g new.s-:quite ~a headline 
home ·in ·3:0Q.1 and·returned 4.QO f'.'RIDA,Y NIGHT ·1st ."kace-0. 
t~-- win. This·. was one ~f my -few · -·'Lii monica~iagnosing a 2-lengtb 
wm.ne~ -~:iturday, a~ ma~y -Qt'. my: _victory.: ·- . - ' ' .: 
fans~ 'voui;h fo,:.th;tt: ·:- '·, · . , · .: · . . 
,. · .. :.,-Getting. 90\\'' ·Jo ··th~ ··-week. . .- 2 ~d . R.ace.-No. ·s Cagney 
Th'u i:s-d:ay: , ~.cf _ft1.ifay ·. t1igbt. · at ~¥er~".Y OU Oirty'.Rat!" :: · 
VcmoiLDow1tt.· be.gins';..~ 10-n.igh~ ~ . · - :· ·_·' : .. -.. : ... -··· . -.-
i.tai1i.T wb~re: . .tiiew::vurldiilte Site : : .3rd ·Race Exacta-Gala Dean· 
~iake ·ti"or.ies ~ill~ ;.:0A1petini for' "fo lowed by_ 9'nRl!lghani : 
r.t1:r~~·s iota.lilig -S~,.O..?S· .. :eay . · :· ·.. · ... · 
ath.'1tfio1i -b«.iu~ .t'll-onl\, re~at . 4th .Rai:c-Ma'tJdor.H 
t-h~i.~- ·Wi-ni11,.•r,s ·\lltce:' 1st .. ' 
R.a~~-N:lgarJ·-·Ffl,$t-Fr~~zing ~he;.- · _S1h Rat..·..,;·l:Xi~~·t;;..,.A.C, L~bell 
othd hm);_es J~·ad in their tracks. _1ulfow..:-d .h~· -Gilligan 
pacing hLtm.:. s.:1.·ond half of th~ . 
daily dL1uble-Gr.:gg Butler -pos·t 
·1."ight · slh.,uldn't stop this son of 
Adios B tier from taking this one. 
.~rd Race Exacta--C.C. 
<>th R·a .c e .---~-h a.r p: 
Frendt};-John Chapman coming 
up from Xe,\• Yo k to drive this 
two-year-old pacer. 
T\rnev-Luden F\)Jltaine coming 
all th~ way ur fwm l'\ew York to 7th Race F. :-a..:ta-Gypsy Hill 
ariw this 1ro11,•r. Boy he must be Fran follow,•d by frt AttJ,·k 
:awfully desp.:rate. Coming in 
\ie.:Llfld-Skip Jack Hamde-with ;1 
ilame like 1ha1 h~· L"an"t finish L)Ut 
of.~he riJoney. 
: r.,.. . . . --.'-. -~ 
8th R;1L·e--Best Bet-'.\like 
Jones-This pa.:er ran a. wry nil'e 
-~ai:1.• · 1ast" w,•.:k. He looked 
-· .... 
Despite the club's poor showing QB rush this crew will intercept 
against the powerful Detroit Lions more than its share of passes. 6. 
last Sunday, the Giants should The linebackers are young men 
ave a relatively good year. There and a bit inexperienced but the 
re several reasons for this: Giants have potential stars in Ron 
I. The Giants have a good 1-2 Hornsby, Jim Files and Pat 
running punch in proven veteran Hughes. 7. The key to the Giants 
Ron Johnson (1,000 yds. rushing success or lack of it in l 972 i 
in 1970) and 2nd year pro Charlie their defensive line. With Fred 
Evans who scored 4 times against Dryer gone, the Giants had to fill a 
Cleveland two weeks ago. 2. big ·gap. They also traded the· 
Among their receivers are Bob 1973 first round draft choice t 
Tucker, the first tight end to lead Cleveland for 6 year pro Jae 
the NFL in pass receptions, and Gregory. But they have the find 
Don Herrmann, an experienced the year in rookie defensive tack! 
pro with fine hands. 3. The Giants John Mendenhall. Dan Goich w 
have an improved offensive line prove to be more than adequate· 
ith the additions of guard Dick while Henry Reed is the onl 
Enderle and ·tackle Joe Taffon. 4_ holdover from the 1971 line. 
While the quarterbacking will not If the Giants can remain inJu · 
b~ quite as strong because of the free and their defensive line has 
.oss· of Frart Tarkenton, Norm good pass rush Alex Webstet! 
nead or Randy Johnson are gridders could be -better t · 
. bett~ than ·a~equ.ate.quarterbacks, many people think. The Giants· · 
-hey both. poS$ess the ability to have a nucleus of a fine· foo.tb 
team. My· prediction; going ou"!:--o,.. ire<:;t . New Yotk's multipb: 
ffense. a ~mb; is. 9 .wins a!1.d 5 _Io. : 
.s. The 'Giants' defensive,. thou~h: the Sp~rts Ed~~r.: .. 
~ndary may be the strol)ge5t ' ~h~(?WIDg aco~ns. at me ~lre:a~r. 
'-.---....;--;;._-----,.;.;:;---------------:.:.11-~ 
-He~. ·A-lwa,s 
--Dt~:-vidiw, v.ernon 
impressive and not many · things 
impress Vernon Vic. See you at 
the Ca~hier·s window. 
9 ti\ Race 
Exacta-Achiever-li ving up to his 
name·. :?nd ;,,;ominator getting 
.:lected for 2nd place. , 
Horses to Watch . I} Duke <inaha, get to it. PL .. y those exacta~, daily 
~I '.\lonseigneur. 3) Tilly Farvil, 4). coublcs, S4 combo's, SIO win bets, 
Call to Arms. S50 win bets, SIOO win bets, that's 
Cl(_ All you harness nuts. m' window. Ho e ou win 
DOWNS 
enough to quit \chool and open 
your own rdce-track in Tahiti. 
Remember it's wire-to-wire with 
Vernon Vic in the sulky. 
··"t. 
-, •,', 
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80111/Jers Capture Opener From 
In-experienced P(lfferson, 14-6 N~_ews 
By Dave Rives 
Sophomore George Tortolon, a 
rugged defensive end from 
Dundee, and fullback Mike Welch 
of Dansville wound up at the top 
of ·the class for thelf performances 
last Saturday, during the Ithaca 
football team's 14-6 win over 
William Paterson College. 
Not only were both men 
selected as the College's "Athletes 
of the Week," but they also 
received the coaching staff's 
awards as the outstanding lineman 
and back of the game. 
In addition, the staff named 
defensive halfback Ted Tacaberry 
of Williamsville as the honorary 
captain for this Saturday's contest 
with West Chester, off his showing 
against Paterson, and quarterback 
Ted Greves of 
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario, as 
the honorary defensive captain. 
Senior defensive back Bob Wolf of 
Danish 
Gymnasts 
to Visit IC 
The outstanding Danish 
Gymnastics team will be presented 
in exhibition at Ithaca College on 
September ,25 at 8 p.m. in Ben 
Light Gymnasium. · 
The performers are the finest 
in Denmark, which is noted for its 
excellence in the sport of 
gymnastics. Most of them are in 
their early twenties, and were 
selected after extensive 
competition throug_hout the 
country. Some are students, while 
others are pursuing a variety of 
-:areers. 
The Dariish Gym team is 
renowned throughout the world.' 
The team tours extensively and in 
1968 received a special invitation 
from the Mexican- Olympic 
Organization Committee to 
perform at the Olympic games. 
Briarcliff Manor was named as the 
club's "Hustler of the Week". 
T ortolon had four unassisted 
tackles, six assists and made one 
stop behind the line oj scrimmage. 
He also put tremendous pressure 
on the Paterson quarterback. 
Welch hammered out 59 yards in 
14 carries, and did a great job of 
blockin!} according to Head Coach 
Butterfield. ~ 
Tackaberry had four tackles at 
Paterson, plus the game savfog 
interception at the LC. three with 
one minute left. Greves ran 15 
times for 68 yards and scored both 
of Ithaca's touchdowns. 
GRID NOTES: End Randy 
Garrett of Rochester led all 
defenders, Saturday, with 11 
tackles and had two quarterback 
stops behind the. -line of 
scrimmage . . . Tackle Dave Swett 
of Saranac Lake came up with 
nine tackles for I.C .... Fullback 
Jon Bowers of Roscoe, wlio has 
been missing for two weeks with a 
knee injury, may be ready by 
Saturday ... J.V. Coach Tim 
Faulkner has trimmed his squad to 
43 men ... The frosh open their 
season on September 29 against 
Cortland at home _ .. J.C. had no 
major injuries, Saturday, although 
there were a number of bumps and 
bruises ... Danny Leyden 
continued his excellent kick return 
work for the Ithacans ... 
Leyden returned one kickoff for 
26 yards, and averaged 12 yards 
for each of his two punt 
returns ... Tackabe·rry's 
interception was the seventh of his 
career, and leaves him just two shy 
of the all-time career mark of nine, 
set by Dick Carmean from 
1957-59. 
,.~-
-\.), 
,,. ·,', 
Seven teams will battle for the 
Pro conference flag this fall. lf a 
close race develops, the second 
place tearn may gain a chance to 
play for· the conference 
championship. Coijege conference 
teams will battle for the college 
division title. 
Delta Kappa, Talcott Todds, 
and Pi Lam, three teams that 
fig u r e d in to I as t ye a r·s 
championship race are back thi~ 
year. Pi Lam, shut out 20-0 last 
year by Talcott in their semi- final 
game will b~ seeking revenge this 
year. They have strong backbone, 
with six members returning from 
last year's team. 
TEAMS AND CAPTAINS 
FOOTBALL 
Coll Div. 
team 
The Mavins 
Pi Lam 2 
Landon Ballers 
Daffy Ducks 
Notre Dame 
Hilliard Hampers 
capt. 
Dan Robinson 
Bruce Ringstrom 
David Claghor 
Bill Stilan 
Rick Epstein 
Mark Dihel! 
Pro Div 
team 
Talcott Tods 
Pi Lam A 
We Want Rain 
Delta Kappa 
The True Todds 
Den Bears 
Super Flies 
capt. 
G. Carruth 
Pete Burbank 
Chas. Hagstrand 
Steve Smith 
Jeff Morri 
S. Reische 
John H~rdaway 
3-on-3 Basketball 
. T.en teams submitted rosters for 
the 3-on-3 b-ball league. This 
league will be essentially a 
warm-up league for the Winter 
B-ball Program. There will be no 
·playoffs. 
Team 
N.Y. City Stars Bob Kingsberg 
Na(ls Gary Smith 
The Holy Terrors Tom Rohn 
Axeoles Scott Cooper 
Marc's Brothers Bill Smeuse 
F.-U.B.A.R. Michael McCallion 
The demonstration to be 
presented in the program include a 
variety of modern Danish 
gymnastics for boys and girls, and 
a selection of Danish folk dances 
Bombers will clash with West Chester Saturday. Holmes Hawks Tom Miller The Poppers Danny Bauman 
in colorful native costumes. 1968 was a sell out and was 
This is the second time the warmly received. 
Danish team has appeared at_ Tickets for Monday's 
Ithaca. The . first performance in performance will be sold at the 
Mi!tal Rim 
Frames 
Eye glass prescriptions filled 
\1'1TDGCA_t~ (~~) 
'D 111rr 1D11 "\'' 
Photogray 
Lenses 
ITHACA CA"YUGA OPTICAL SERVICE 
134 E. State Ph. 273-4231 
door only. The cost is $ 1.00 with 
an,, Ithaca-College I.D. card, and 
$I.SO for ~eneraJ admission 
Whitcomb's Warriors D. Whitcom 
Blisters Mitchel Shoenfeld 
c<mtlnued on pg. 14 
... Where ·vou -Always Hear 
nie Best Bands in Town. 
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